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What’s it like to run a WordPress meetup? This book isn’t a detailed “how to”, or even an expert’s tips, it simply presents a
year’s worth of blog posts and meetup details, showing our experience starting, running, and eventually stopping a
WordPress meetup in our small rural area. It doesn’t cast much judgment on what we did right or wrong, just presents an
experience.

Most of this book’s content was originally written on the meetup’s website, wpcowichan.org, which may or may not still be
up by the time you read this. That content was never a masterpiece of non-fiction, nor is this. But hopefully this will paint a
picture of what to expect and give you ideas for what to try yourself.

I hope you enjoy being part of a meetup as much as I did and hopefully again someday will.

―Michael Nelson
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Introduction
There are many good resources online for learning how to start a meetup (see page 121), but no books, of which I’m aware,
that just share a long-form experience of what its like. This book aims to fill that gap by just sharing an experience, to give
you some ideas of what to expect and what else to try.

I’ve been “retired” from running the Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup for about two years now, am moving onto other
things for now, probably going to close down the website wpcowichan.org, so thought it best to make a record to supplement
my not-so-great memory. While certainly not as impactful as my choice of spouse or the career to choose, I do think running
a WordPress meetup has changed my life.

Why I Started a Meetup
In 2018, I had been working as a software developer for a WordPress plugin company, Event Espresso, for about 6 years, and
was seeing more value in becoming part of the “WordPress community”. Two years earlier I attended my first WordCamp
(Vancouver 2016), and one year earlier I had presented at another1 (Seattle 2017). I had started following the popular
tweeters relating to WordPress, and saw a pattern: most of the “big names” were involved, and contributing significantly to,
the WordPress community.

At WordCamp Seattle 2017, I talked with one of its organizers, Eric Amundson2, and got the feeling that starting my own
local WordPress community would be a rewarding challenge.

I live in the Cowichan Valley, on Vancouver Island, in British Columbia, Canada. It’s mostly farm area with a small city,
Duncan, that has a great indigenous culture and artwork around, but isn’t a hub by any means. There’s an unofficial
WordPress meetup an hour away in Victoria, but that hadn’t met for over a year and I couldn’t really afford the time away
from the kids to drive down there for every meetup. Likewise, I saw the small island of Saltspring briefly had a WordPress
meetup, and that made me think it should be possible in my area.

Getting Organized
I had no idea how many, if anyone, would show up for a WordPress meetup. So I was happy to discover that one of my next
door neighbours, Sheryl Gilding, had a WordPress website, and might come. I called her up with the fairly big request: if she
would, at least on paper, be my co-organizer. What I really wanted, above all, to have at least one person who I knew would
show up. She was happy to come, and while not very technical, she said she’d bring some treats. It turned out that she was an
excellent addition because while I had the technical know-how, she made the group more approachable by showing that it
wasn’t just for tech-savvy.

I had no idea how many people would attend the first meetup, so wasn’t too sure if I should look for space for 5 people or 50.
I asked around at a local computer shop but that was going to be too small. The local community centers would have been
good but weren’t free. The local Mill Bay library seemed good (they apparently were conducive to these types of small
events) but by the time I sent out the invitation to the event on meetup.com, about 20 people indicated they would attend so I
needed to find a bigger venue.

For the first meeting we ended up going to a restaurant, and my company, Event Espresso, offered to pay for some
appetizers.

Running It Day-to-Day
For subsequent meetings we’d go to the Duncan Library, which had a separate meeting room, but no projector, just a large
TV, which wasn’t quite good enough. Plus our preferred time, Saturday mornings, usually conflicted with Mother Goose
Story time…

1. See https://wordpress.tv/2017/11/28/michael-nelson-five-unspoken-rules-for-contributing-to-open-source-software/.
2. See https://twitter.com/sewmyheadon.
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We later mostly settled on meeting at a local school, which charged a bit of money but provided a projector and space for
about 20. The only downside was that it was a bit confusing finding the classroom at the school, and the school was a bit far
away from the center of town, so I’m not sure if that was, in fact, the best choice.

Finding presenters took a little bit of time, sending a few messages every week on meetup.com. But overall I was pretty
happy with how willing people were to share what they knew.

When you become an official WordPress Meetup, the WordPress Foundation gives you a free account on meetup.com, which
means you really don’t need a separate website. But I wanted more experience running my own website (it felt weird
spending years making software for website but not actually running using one very often) so created wpcowichan.org. On
that website I also installed the Event Espresso plugin, which gave me a good experience using our own software.

My process for running the meetup became this:

• ask people to signup for events on meetup.com once a month, but then also invite them to fill out a registration
form on wpcowichan.org that asked for more details, like their interests and experience (which would give me
ideas for future presentations)

• start planning the following month’s event by asking active members if they’d like to present and what on
• if presenters were willing, I’d ask them to write a blog post on their topic ahead of time, and we’d put it on

wpcowichan.org
• during the meeting, I’d usually make a recording and upload it to our YouTube channel1

• I’d usually make a post with all my notes from the meetup afterwards, both to give others an idea of what was
presented and for my own records… and, it turns out, for this book

The meetup never grew to be enormous, as you can see in the stats I shared (see page 80). But I built a bit of a reputation, met
lots of interesting people, and learned a lot that would lead to future opportunities.

What You’ll Get Out of This Book
So this book is just sharing my experience and giving you some idea of what to expect in attending, or organizing, a meetup.
Because really, we all have a lot to learn from each other, and a lot to contribute. I hope this will give you ideas and
motivation to participate in your own local WordPress community.

1. See https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbFunn2YAJQf7qqlU5v_5cQ.
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About This Book
The largest section of this book, “What We Did”, is taken directly from my blog posts and event pages. Some of the posts
were previews for the upcoming meeting presentations, and some were retrospectives on what I learned from the meetings.

Later, I include information about the venues, sponsors, and meetup contributors (organizers, presenters, and other helpers).

And lastly I’ll provide a few more retrospective comments on the whole experience.

Thanks for reading and feel free to skip any details on notes that may now be out-of-date or too technical for you to care
about.
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What We Did

This is an aggregation of all the events and event-related posts
we had during the year.

Typically, before a meeting, the presenter would make a blog
post introducing the topic, and sharing a lot of the
presentation’s information so it could be accessed by a larger
audience than just those who were able to attend the meeting.

I always made an event on the website in parallel with the
event on meetup.com. I found the event page on the website
was better for providing more event details, seeing how I had
full control of it. And the event registration on the website was
a way to get more information from attendees and was a better
indicator of who would actually attend than meetup.com (tons
of people would RSVP to the event on meetup.com and not
show up; whereas anyone who registered for the event on the
website was pretty well certain to attend.)

During the meeting, I (Michael Nelson) would usually take
notes, and share them in another blog post.

Feel free to skim this information. Some of it might be more
technical than you care to read, or even outdated. But this does
give a pretty good feel for what the meetup was like.
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Hello world!
January 12, 2018

Uncategorized
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/hello-world/

Site launched!

What We Did
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The 5 Things You Get From a WordPress
Meetup

February 3, 2018
Contributing

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/the-5-things-you-get-from-a-wordpress-meetup/

This post is also on my personal blog, cmljnelson.wordpress.com1

Attending a WordPress meetup takes time from doing what you love or what makes you money, so why bother? (The
same goes for attending a WordCamp, which are really big, once-a-year meetups, but I’ll focus on meetups here.) And why
do people bother organizing meetups, which take even more time and effort?

I’ve spent many years wondering about these questions. I’ve even wondered while in the process of doing them: “why
am paying for a flight, taking a whole Saturday away from my family, and inconveniencing my wife, in order to go to a
WordCamp?” Or “why am I putting all this effort into organizing a local WordPress meetup? And why should anyone even
come?” For a long time, my only rationale was “it seems most of the big names are doing it, and it feels like the right thing to
do”. But I’ve recently realized some concrete benefits of attending a WordPress meetup.

The reasons boil down to the 5 things participating in a meetup get you: a better website, knowledge, reputation,
friendships, and good karma.

A WordPress Meetup Gets You…
A Better Website

At WordPress meetups, we talk primarily about using WordPress to build websites. Many attendees have a website

1. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2018/02/12/the-5-things-you-get-from-a-wordpress-meetup/.
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that they are building or maintaining, and they hope to get help in doing that. For example, maybe you’re using a WordPress
website someone else built, and you’re dizzied by all the options and terms in WordPress. Or, worse yet, you started
changing things and broke something, so you’d like help fixing it. Or, maybe you’re building a new website and you want to
know how to make it look a certain way or do a certain thing. So you’re probably coming to a meetup to get answers to your
immediate questions. That’s fine. (Just realize volunteers aren’t guaranteed to always be right, or available). At the
Manchester, England, WordPress meetup1 they always dedicate the first part of their meetups to just answering questions and
helping folks with their sites. If folks want to leave before they start presentations and other things, that’s fine, no hard
feelings. They just want a little help, they don’t want to become full-on web developers.

However, this might not be the reason some people come. I, for one, mostly just help create and support plugins- I’m
not usually building a particular website. So my motivation for attending is otherwise.

On a related note: a meetup is usually not an “introduction to WordPress” course, because many attendees are already
fairly familiar with it. Instead, it’s an opportunity to continue learning about WordPress and share your experiences. It is
supplemental to your own learning. If you’re just getting started you’re welcome to come and we’ll try to guide you to
resources to help learn it, but you may want to consider taking a course (in-person or online).

Knowledge
Others come to a meetup primarily to learn, not necessarily because they’re looking for immediate help with

something. They might use what they learn on a website, but they could also just be learning all they can in order to use it on
future websites, to create products to sell to WordPress users or to keep current on what’s new.

On the other hand, some people don’t really care to learn all they can about WordPress- they’re passionate about
something else, so they only want to know what they need to get their website to work, and that’s it. That’s ok. And others
feel like they already know everything they need to about WordPress, and the web, and entrepreneurship, so they don’t think
they’re going to learn much. In some cases, they might be right- although teaching is an important part of learning. My next
point addresses that.

A Reputation
For folks who feel they already know everything WordPress they need, they might be participating in the meetup to

build their reputation. When you present at a WordPress meetup, it gives the idea that you know more than the average joe
about it (presenters know that’s usually not true to begin with, but you do learn a lot in the process of presenting, so it might
be a self-fulfilling prophecy). If you are an organizer of a WordPress meetup, that speaks a bit louder than just telling
potential clients “I’m a WordPress expert”.

Can you build your reputation as an expert by building websites yourself, or as part of your day job? Sure. But it’s
easier to start participating in a meetup than getting a job using WordPress. The only requirement is usually just to show up,
no previous expertise required. Eg, you could help organize a meetup by presenting or helping to let members know when the
next event is. The current organizers will probably be happy to have your contributions, whatever your experience.

Meetups are also better at building a reputation than commercial endeavours because they’re a bit more high profile.
Because they’re not for profit, they get access to a lot more support from the community. WordCamp central pays to put
them on meetup.com, meetups often get access to venues for free, companies will make donations to them just for the
association, they get access to community resources like public message boards, and people are generally more likely to
attend or spread the word if they know there are no strings attached.

When I spoke at WordCamp Seattle, my blog and Twitter profile saw a significant spike in activity (relatively, I’m
still no big deal, by any means). That’s because many of my tweets related to that big event, and so my name got attached to
it, plus they basically retweeted everything I posted. Presenting at, organizing, or sponsoring a meetup will help build your
reputation.

Some attendees of course really don’t care if they have a reputation in the WordPress world -WordPress is a relatively
minor tool they use in their profession, they just want to know how to use it. That’s fine (we aren’t all going to become
mechanics or chefs, similarly we aren’t all going to be known as WordPress experts). They don’t care what the world thinks
of them, just what their friends and family think… I feel another segue coming on…

1. See https://www.meetup.com/ManchesterWordPressUserGroup/.

What We Did
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Friendships
It’s easiest to make friends with people with similar interests, or those with whom you’ve undergone a traumatic

event. Well, the folks at meetups are similarly interested in WordPress, and have probably endured their share of traumatic
events with it (eg had a website broken because of an update, gotten hacked, or spent hours finding a missing semicolon).
Plus, there’s a particular breed of person at WordPress events. From my experience, they’re unusually friendly, helpful, and
interesting.

Eg, I had a series of amusing encounters regarding presenting at WordCamp Seattle 2017.

• First, I contacted a fellow presenter, Devon DeLapp1, asking if he’d like to practice our presentations with each
other. We had never met before, but we spent several hours preparing with each other over Google Hangout
anyway.

• For my WordCamp presentation,2 I prepared a silly video with another fellow WordPresser: Boone Gorges, a lead
developer of BuddyPress. Likewise, we didn’t know each other, haven’t met in person, and actually haven’t even
had a video call, and yet made a short film together.

• Lastly, after the presentation, for some reason I didn’t get my much-sought-after badge on WordPress.org. Mark
Root-Wiley quickly fixed the situation and provided this amusing visual proof.

What’s more, there’s a unique mixture of nerds and supposedly normal people. That’s because WordPress is
positioned as being particularly easy-to-learn, so most of the developers were once normal people and usually learned
programming or design on the side. And many of the normal people may one day find themselves learning a lot more code
than they previously imagined. Sometimes nerds will think non-nerds are dumb for not knowing what a “domain name” is,
and sometimes non-nerds will think the nerds lack social skills, but there’s a lot less of that in WordPress than what I’ve seen
elsewhere. The WordPress community is generally a really friendly place.
Of course, many attendees have got all the friends they need, and while they’re friendly, that’s not why they come. There’s
no obligation to go on any WordPress-buddies road trips or share meals or anything, but they may still find themselves
making friends anyway. Especially if they’re doing the next item…

1. See http://www.delappdesign.com.
2. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2017/10/04/five-unspoken-rules-of-contributing-to-open-source-software/.

The 5 Things You Get From a WordPress Meetup
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Good Karma
Many meetup attendees aren’t necessarily looking to improve their own website, or build their own knowledge, or

boost their own reputation, or get tons of friends. Many come simply to help others: to improve others’ websites, share what
they’ve learned, boost others’ reputations, and help others to have friends. Initially, this motivation is the most unclear. But it
makes sense in terms of practical, non-spiritual karma. You don’t have to be Hindu to grasp the idea. Wikipedia says this
about karma: “good intent and good deed contribute to good karma and future happiness.”
When I’ve helped answer someone else’s question about using the WordPress REST API, guess what? I’ve learned (usually
because I hadn’t thought to ask their question, or hadn’t faced their problem before). When you teach something to others,
you become aware of all the parts you actually don’t understand very well. In order to explain something very simply, you
need to understand it very well. So teaching others fortifies your own understanding (and may actually be essential for any
long-term retention). When you help improve someone else’s reputation, and they become successful, guess who they’ll
credit? Probably themselves. But after that, they’ll put in a good word for you whenever they can. And what’s the best way to
make friends? From my experience, by trying to be a friend to others.

So realize if you’re just coming out to help others, usually, all that good karma will come back to you (even though
that wasn’t your intention… it’s ironic, I know).

Come Get Some!
So, maybe you’ve previously attended a meetup looking to build one of those things. I’d suggest there’s more to be

gained by trying to build one of the others. Eg, did you get answers to your questions about how to build a website, got it
built, and then thought there was nothing more for you at a meetup? Maybe you could come and start looking for other things
to learn for future endeavours. Feel like you’ve already learned everything there is about WordPress? Well, make a name for
yourself by teaching others. Gotten bored with just technical stuff? Maybe try to make some good friendships. Or simply
don’t think there’s any benefit to you by going? Maybe try going just to help others, and you’ll just feel good (and maybe
stumble upon other benefits too).
So that’s my list of things you get at a WordPress meetup.

Things You Don’t Get at a WordPress
Meetup

Now, here’s a related, briefer list: things you should not expect to get at a meetup.

Money
You won’t get paid for participating, presenting or organizing. No, money’s not evil. But we have extra trust at a

meetup because it’s understood that we’re all there to improve ourselves and help others, not to make a buck.

What We Did
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Clients
Don’t come to a meetup in the hopes that you’ll sell your product to attendees, or get them as clients for whatever

work you do. Those might be welcome side effects, but actively trying to sell something while at a meetup will turn people
off you and the meetup. If they ask, feel free to tell them, but don’t start handing out flyers. It similarly destroys trust. (This
point might be different for a WordCamp, I’m not sure. The situation is a bit different because sponsorship is pretty
expensive and many employees travel a long way to attend them… so explicit salesmanship is a lot more commonplace.)

Infinite Support and Service
Just like developers shouldn’t go looking for clients at a meetup, the rest of us shouldn’t expect to get infinite free

support at them, nor should we expect others to drop their day jobs to help us design our website.
Although you get some free help at meetups, it’s limited. After the meetup, eventually, we want to return to the rest of

our lives. So although we like helping others with their problems, if you’re asking too much and it’s starting to be onerous on
us, eventually we can’t give any more free support or service. At that point, you should start looking to hire someone. Maybe
there is someone you could hire from the meetup, but you could look on upwork.com or anywhere else, but you’re asking too
much for free.

Product Placements
If you’re a sponsor of a meetup (eg you provided the venue, or website hosting, or pizza) does that mean you

basically bought advertising? The answer here can vary from meetup-to-meetup, but basically: you bought getting your name
mentioned in connection with the meetup, maybe put on the website, and maybe a one-sentence description of what you do.
You don’t get the email addresses of everyone in the meetup, nor a 2-minute sales pitch, or our undying loyalty.
You’re an unaffiliated person or organization who’s done something nice for the community, and the community will know
about it, but you did not buy advertising.

A Pit for Your Competitors
One strange thing about a WordPress meetup is that many of the attendees are actually in direct competition: many

make their livings by building websites, just the same as many other attendees!
I help build event registration plugins and often collaborate online with developers from competing businesses in building
WordPress.

This is a bit awkward when you have a mentality of scarcity; ie, every dollar they earn is a dollar you don’t. But when
you think about it: although WordPress runs 29% of the Internet, there is still a whopping 71% it doesn’t. So if your
contributions to WordPress make it run 1% more of the global market, both you and your competitors in WordPress benefit.
Also, there’s a ton of the economy that basically has no web presence, or a very poor one. If they get online, then that makes
the internet bigger, and will similarly benefit you, your WordPress competitors, and users of other web software. So with that
mentality, you’re actually more partners than competitors.

So, if you contribute to your local meetup, or sponsor it, that doesn’t mean the meetup organizers have signed an
agreement to not accept contributions or sponsorship from your competitors. So don’t give to the community in order to dig a
pit for your competitors.

In fact, by helping build the WordPress ecosystem, you might help your competitors (and they can freeload on your
contributions without giving back). So why would you bother? Because “a rising tide lifts all boats”, and although your
contributions are free, they’re not anonymous. It’s not too hard for people to tell who’s the free-loaders and who’s the
leaders.

Summary
Phew! That’s it. The five things you build by going to a meetup:

websites, knowledge, reputation, friendships and good karma.
Five things you won’t build: money, client list, unlimited free support and service, advertising, or a pit for your

The 5 Things You Get From a WordPress Meetup
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competitors.
Did I get it right? Lemme know in the comments.

What We Did
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Got Swag!
February 5, 2018
Meetup Updates

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/got-swag/

Just received a package of swag to share at our upcoming meetup! Feast your eyes on these beauties! Pins for your
bags and stickers for your laptops!

(Or, if you have kids, they’ll probably love the stickers)
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Venue change and registration for
upcoming Meetup

February 14, 2018
Meetup Updates

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/venue-change-and-registration-for-upcoming-meetup/

Important!
The venue for our first Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup has changed!
We are now meeting at Bridgeman (see page 106)‘ (see page 106)s Bistro in the Mill Bay Marina (see page 106).
Appetizers are paid by Event Espresso1 and there is no obligation to buy anything. But giving them a shout out on

Facebook would probably be gracious
Also, did you see we have a (WordPress) website? In addition to marking yourself as attending the event on

Meetup.com, please fill out our more extensive registration form2. This will help us identify your needs for future Meetup
events (eg preferred meeting format, schedule, and location, etc).

Lastly, we have our first presenters! Philippe Ryan (see page 99) and Nathalie McNabb (see page 98), digital nomads
and Avada Theme experts, will be speaking to us about the ever-important topic of on-page Search Engine Optimization
(SEO).

Looking forward to meeting in person!

1. See https://eventespresso.com.
2. See http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/cowichan-valley-wordpress-meetup-kick-off-event.

What We Did
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First Meetup this Saturday!
February 19, 2018
Meetup Updates

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/first-meetup-this-saturday/

A reminder that our first Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup event is this Saturday at 10am at Bridgeman’s Bistro in
the Mill Bay Marina.

Registering on our website (see page 22) is optional, but will help us have a better idea of when, how often, what
you’d most like to meet about.

Lastly, if you’d like a sneak peek into Nath and Philippe’s presentation, they recommended you might want to check
out ex-Google SEO champ Matt Cutt’s video “how search works”

How Search Works
https://youtube.com/watch?v=BNHR6IQJGZs

And you might also want to see their company’s post all about on-page SEO1.
Look forward to meeting y’all!
Ps: the weather is a bit crazy lately. If there’s snow on Saturday, please watch for updates via Meetup.com.

1. See https://whelk.ca/wordpress-avada-theme-website-design/avada-local-on-page-seo-copywriting/.
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Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup Kick-
off Event

January 27, 2018
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/cowichan-valley-wordpress-meetup-kick-off-event/

We will be having appetizers, introductions and assessing what we all want to get out of future Meetups.
Then, digital nomads and Avada Theme experts, Philippe and Nath, will speak on “on-page Search Engine

Optimization” (SEO), followed by a question-and-answer period.
Don’t miss this opportunity to help set the direction for our meetup group, get to know some local WordPressers, and

brush up on the ever-important aspect of SEO.
Spaces are limited, so please register on this page. This will especially help us learn your interests and preferences, so

you can get the most out of our meetup.
We look forward to meeting in person!
Note: appetizers are being paid for by one of our sponsors, Event Espresso, so no need to purchase anything more.

What We Did
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Kickoff Meeting Notes
February 24, 2018

Meetup Notes
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/kickoff-meeting-notes/

Thanks to all the friendly faces who came to the Cowichan Valleys first Meetup event (see page 22)! Big thanks to
Bridgeman’s for the venue, Event Espresso and Sheryl Gilding for paying for appetizers and especially to presenters Nathalie
and Phil.

It seems our group’s makeup is about third website builders, third WordPress owners, a quarter bloggers, and a few
who don’t actually use WordPress but came out anyway. But they were all really friendly!

Thanks, Nathalie especially for the engaging discussion on SEO. These are my takeaways:

• Use google plus. As info from there contributes to your websites search ranking
• each page on the website should focus on one keyword (Yoast SEO plugin is very helpful for this)
• SEO is more important for a successful website than aesthetics
• your objective isn’t just to get more visitors but to get more visitors who are looking for the content you have. Eg,

A few years ago, Yoast had a Google Analytics plugin and we ranked pretty well for the term Google
Analytics. It didn’t drive any traffic to our site though. People searching for Google Analytics were looking for
the Google Analytics website and were hardly ever interested in our plugin

That’s from Yoast’s blog1.

• if you’re a Canadian business geared solely towards serving Canadians, your best having a .ca website. When
Canadians are searching for the content you serve, they’ll generally prefer showing .ca sites over .com ones.

• your domain name doesn’t need to be your business name. Eg if you’re “Doran and sons plumbing” you’d be better
using a domain like “Cowichanplumbing.ca” instead of “gdoranandsons.com”

1. See https://www.google.ca/amp/s/yoast.com/seo-basics-search-intent/amp/.
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Things to google:

• Keyword keg1 and key search2 for finding search terms people are using that you could optimize for
• Google my business3

• Google Search console4 in webmaster tools, to see what search terms people are using to arrive at your site

Thanks again for the great event everyone!
Any others notes y’all want to share?

1. See https://keywordkeg.com.
2. See https://www.keysearch.co.
3. See https://www.google.com/business/.
4. See https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/home?hl=en&pli=1.
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Mistakes Non-Developers Make When
Using WordPress Plugins

March 21, 2018
Meetup Presentation Topics

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/mistakes-non-devs-make-when-using-wordpress-plugins/

This will be the topic of our meetup on March 24th, 2018. This post is originally from my blog1.
WordPress plugins can customize your WordPress site in nearly any way. But there are some mistakes non-

developers make when using WordPress plugins and hiring developers to make them. This article explains five such mistakes
to avoid, and how to benefit the most from WordPress plugins.

Don’t Pay for Custom Development Unless Necessary
The most expensive part of making a website is having experienced developers do custom work on it. Where possible,

it’s much cheaper to use pre-built WordPress plugins and themes, even ones that aren’t free. If you can make do without
custom development, your website will be much cheaper.

Let’s talk specifics: how much might you spend on a WordPress website in the first year? Here are some ballpark,
theoretical figures.

Getting a developer to do custom work (eg write custom code) is easily 10x the cost of using a pre-made WordPress
plugin or theme2.

1. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2018/03/20/mistakes-non-devs-make-when-using-wordpress-plugins/.
2. See https://codeable.io/how-to-choose-wordpress-theme/.
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Ballpark cost estimates for various website elements for a very small website ($50/hour is a typical rate on
upwork.com, and 16 hours is the amount of time some simple plugins could take; some complex plugins have taken
thousands of hours to develop)
Maybe You Don’t Need a Plugin Anyways?

Better yet, before you even look for a WordPress plugin to do something, make sure WordPress core doesn’t already
have an option for it. Maybe it can be done using one of the dashboard’s settings pages1 or the Customizer2. Not only is
making use of the tools WordPress already provides free, but it also requires no extra maintenance down the road. Only after
verifying WordPress core doesn’t provide the customization you need, it’s time to search for WordPress plugins.

Stick to Pre-Made WordPress Plugins If You Can

WordPress plugins are files that can be added to your WordPress website that allow it to do extra stuff. A bit like apps
on your phone, or programs on your personal computer.

There are thousands of WordPress plugins, and most likely there is one that will meet your needs. While many are
free, even the paid ones are still a fraction of the cost of custom development.

There is a good example from my day job at the WordPress plugin shop, Event Espresso.3 Downloading pre-made
payment gateway integrations from us (WordPress plugins for accepting payments using a particular payment gateway, like
PayPal or Stripe) can be downloaded for about $80 each. In comparison, a custom-built payment gateway integration (one
that works with a new payment gateway) will cost at least $1000. So if potential clients have a limited budget, and they don’t
mind using a payment gateway with which we’ve already built integration, we really discourage custom-built payment
gateway integrations. We want to avoid having our users be dissatisfied having spent about $100 for our main plugin, Event
Espresso, which provides almost all their event registration needs, but then spend a whopping $1000 on the relatively minor
payment gateway integration.

(By the way, $1000 is actually cheap for that custom development. We offset our expenses by making the plugin
available to others for purchase for $80 by others afterwards. If we didn’t do that, we’ve had a discussion about increasing
the cost to $5000, depending on the payment gateway.)

Customizing Pre-Made Plugins is Also Costly

So when it comes to costs of pre-made WordPress plugins vs custom-made ones, the rule of thumb is:

90% of functionality is done by a pre-made plugin and will cost 10% of the total; the last 10% of the
functionality is done by custom development and will cost 90% of the total.

1. See https://ithemes.com/tutorials/exploring-wordpress-settings/.
2. See https://themeisle.com/blog/wordpress-customizer-how-to/.
3. See https://eventespresso.com/product/custom-gateway-development/.
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If the WordPress customizer can do the customization you need, it’s usually best to use it rather than a plugin
So if you’re on a tight budget, and can make do without that last 10% of functionality which costs 90% of your total

expenditure, stick to using pre-made WordPress plugins. If not, the cost goes up unnecessarily, and significantly.

Question to Consider: When would you hire a developer instead of using a pre-made WordPress plugin?

Don’t Get Themes to Do The Job of Plugins
Another main feature of WordPress is its mobility: the ease with which you can change your website’s theme if you

want a fresh look. But this mobility is endangered when themes add functionality, instead of just style.
For example, let’s say 5 years ago you found a great premium theme that adds a page-builder, which makes creating

and editing pages easier than using WordPress’s built-in editor. You were happy with it for a few years, then mobile-first
themes started becoming popular, and you realized your theme isn’t that mobile-friendly, so you want to switch themes.
When you switch themes, suddenly all your pages become a mess of indecipherable code, because they need your old
theme’s page-builder to be displayed correctly. So, in order to fix your site, you switch back to your old theme.

This is called “theme lock-in1“: where you’re unable to change themes without totally breaking your website. If a
theme offers functionality (eg add a drag-and-drop page-builder) it sounds simpler than finding a plugin to do it, but it’s a bit
of a trap.

It’s best for:

• WordPress plugins to add functionality (control what your site does)
• themes to add style (control how your site looks)

If you instead use WordPress plugins for adding functionality, you’re free to switch themes at any time.

1. See https://torquemag.io/2015/06/avoiding-wordpress-theme-lock-effect/.
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Question to Consider: what features do themes sometimes add that create theme-lock-in. Are they ever
justified?

Don’t Expect Free, Quality Support
There are lots of places you can get WordPress plugins. Paid ones are not necessarily going to be better than free ones

(despite the fact paid ones are often called “premium WordPress plugins”). The one thing money will get you is better
support, and ideally, with WordPress plugins, that’s what you should be willing to pay for. If you expect high quality support
for free, you may be dissapointed.

A quick review, where can you get plugins from and how are they different?

WordPress.org Plugin Repository

The best-known source for WordPress plugins is the wordpress.org plugin repository1. This is also what you see when
you search for plugins within your WordPress website’s “Add New Plugin” page. These plugins:

• are free to download
• are reviewed by the WordPress Plugin Review Team2

• have free support

Support is free, but it’s also voluntary. Plugins are usually put here in order to create more awareness about the
authors or to serve as demos for “premium” versions you can purchase elsewhere.

Envato/CodeCanyon, or Other Premium WordPress Plugin Repositories

These are sites like codecanyon.net.3 These plugins:

• require payment to download
• undergo a code review, but its criteria are harder to find
• usually have paid support and updates for 6 months, which can be renewed

Given that you’ve paid for support for these plugins, the plugin authors are more incentivized to be responsive.
However, because you need to pay to download these plugins, other developers can’t easily access them to review the code
and check for compatibility bugs. The result being these often have more bugs than you would expect.

1. See https://en-ca.wordpress.org/plugins/.
2. See https://make.wordpress.org/updates/tag/plugins/.
3. See https://codecanyon.net/category/wordpress.
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The mess of woodwork supporting the dock at our local Cowichan Bay.
Plugin Author’s Own Web Sites

Many plugin authors have their own websites, where you can pay to download their plugins. A notable example of
this is Gravity Forms1. These plugins:

• require payment to download
• don’t necessarily have a code review
• usually have paid support and updates for a year, which can be renewed

These plugins generally have a better reputation than those found on premium plugin repositories. A possible reason
is simply that the plugin authors need to have put more effort into making their own website than those who rely on the

1. See https://www.gravityforms.com/.
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premium plugin repository’s site. However, they still suffer from the same problem as other premium WordPress plugins: it’s
hard for other developers to review them and check for compatibility bugs.

GitHub, GitLab, or Other Code-Sharing Repositories

WordPress plugins can also be found on github.com, gitlab.com, and other code-sharing repositories. These plugins:

• are free
• have no formal code review, but the purpose of code-sharing sites is to facilitate peer review and feedback
• have free support, but it’s geared towards developers

These websites are excellent for finding free, useful plugins, and they specialize in allowing other developers to
review, check for compatibility bugs, and contribute to improving them. The only downside is the support is usually reserved
for other developers who will be contributing to the WordPress plugins. Everyone else should not expect free support.

Support Is What You Should Pay For

So there are lots of free and paid options for downloading WordPress plugins. Free plugins also offer free support, but
it will be limited because it’s offered by volunteers. Paid plugins usually have better, more incentivized support, but their
code is kept hidden away which leads to more bugs. So they both have issues- is there a better solution?

Ideally, you should be able to download plugins for free, and only need to pay when you need support. This way the
plugin gets used lots and other developers can easily review it and improve it, so there should be fewer bugs; but users who
need premium support have that available to them, which helps the developers earn a living too. This is our approach at
Event Espresso:

• our main plugin and most of its add-ons are available for free from GitHub1, but support there is limited only to
developers; this way other developers can try it, review it, and contribute easily

• we offer paid support for our main WordPress plugins and all its add-ons from our website, for regular users who
need timely support

Paid Support Is Worth It

Also, don’t begrudge paying for the support and maintenance of a plugin. It’s still cheaper to pay $80 a year for a
plugin than hiring most developers to maintain a custom one (which could likely be about 10 hours at $50/hour, so $500).
Paid support for a plugin gets you:

• Help using the plugin
• New features
• Updates so the code continues to work as WordPress and other software continually changes
• Bug fixes

If your business depends on your website, and your website depends on a plugin, make sure you’re not relying on the
plugin author’s goodwill to maintain and support it.2

If you download a premium plugin from someone other than its author, it’s legal to use it and share it (there’s a lot
more to be said on that3). But realize that you will not be getting any support from the plugin’s author.

Question to Consider: if you could download a plugin for free, would you still pay for support? How
would you decide?

Don’t Isolate Yourself From The Community
Another differentiating feature of WordPress is its helpful community. If you don’t get help and involved in that

1. See https://github.com/eventespresso.
2. See http://www.wpbeginner.com/beginners-guide/how-to-properly-ask-for-wordpress-support-and-get-it/.
3. See https://kinsta.com/learn/wordpress-gpl/.
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community, even when choosing and using WordPress plugins, you’re going to miss lots of time-and-money-saving
opportunities.

Online Community Help

So if you’re wondering which WordPress plugins will best meet your needs, it’s ok to ask around for tips. The
WordPress Support Forums1 are a great, free resource. Ask a question, and a few people will chime in with some advice.
Although respondents aren’t making any money directly, by helping they’re getting experience, exposure to potential clients,
and an improved reputation.

In-Person Community Help

Going to a WordPress Meetup is also a great place to get answers to your questions. Although the help you get there
will be limited to probably a monthly meeting, the whole point of those is to discuss WordPress and related stuff, so
discussing what you’re having trouble with is a perfect fit. I wrote a whole other post about what you get from a meetup2.

Professional, but Free, Help

Lastly, it’s not a bad idea to get free advice from premium WordPress plugin and theme authors. Of course, they’re
biased towards their products, but they’ll also realize when their product isn’t a good match. At Event Espresso, when
potential clients are inquiring about how well our plugins will meet their needs, if we see we’re not a good match, we’ll tell
them so. I think most developers will do the same. We’d rather you have a positive experience with us, and possibly come
back later, than struggle forcing our plugin to do something for which it’s ill-suited.

I’ve found that when I work in isolation, being unaware of what others are doing around me, I make weird decisions
(like thinking it’s ok to hack WordPress plugins or core files3 and other faux-pas). Getting community feedback is a sanity
check and is what WordPress veterans recommend.4

1. See https://wordpress.org/support/.
2. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2018/02/12/the-5-things-you-get-from-a-wordpress-meetup/.
3. See https://getflywheel.com/layout/wp-core/.
4. See https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2013/02/wordpress-community-offers-advice-beginners/#get-involved-with-the-community.
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Question to Consider: what other ways can you get feedback from the WordPress community?

Avoid Working With Developers Without an Open Source
Track-Record

When you must hire a developer to help customize your website or write custom WordPress plugins, there are
thousands of WordPress developers available for hire. Choosing ones with an open-source track record will lead to better
results.

What is an “Open Source track record”?

An “open-source track record” includes:

• Contributing code, documentation, translations, etc to WordPress core
• Maintaining a WordPress plugin or theme, preferably one on wordpress.org
• Teaching at WordCamps and Meetups (yes, that’s a plug for getting presenters at my local meetup1!)
• Helping others use WordPress, like in the WordPress support forums

Why Is an Open Source track record valuable?

Doing those things show the developer:

• Is familiar with WordPress code
• Their code or knowledge has been reviewed by peers and approved
• Plays nicely with others (open source takes a lot of collaboration and communication skills)
• Is aware of the WordPress ecosystem (and how to have their code play nicely in it)
• Is probably not just motivated by money (as their contributions were probably free)

Who are the developers who know WordPress best? Probably the ones who built it. They’re the ones who will
probably know the easiest way to customize WordPress in ways that won’t conflict with other plugins or themes. And they’ll
probably even know about undocumented, unpublished plans, that those who are only observers of WordPress’ development
don’t.

You can ask a potential developer if they’ve contributed code to WordPress core or what WordPress plugins or
themes they’ve authored.

I think seeing open source contributions is possibly more valuable than seeing specific sites in a developer’s portfolio.
The main reason is that other developers review open-source and it gets held to a higher standard, whereas that’s not possible
with code that’s kept secret. That type of code can hide all sorts of nightmarish problems that users don’t care about… until it
causes bugs, or a new developer tries to modify it.

WordPress Developer Search Process

So, if I were looking for a developer to help for a particular customization, I would:

1. Look for a WordPress plugin that did 90% of what I needed, then I’d ask if its author could do the work. Nobody
else in the world knows that plugin better. If they’re not available, they’ll probably have a good recommendation

2. If I were looking for just any WordPress developer, I’d look for one who has contributed to WordPress core. Each
version of WordPress mentions who contributed to it at the bottom of the release notes2. I’d peruse that list for one
that sounds good. Alternatively, I’d peruse WordPress.tv presenters3

3. Next, I’d look for a developer who maintains a plugin or theme on wordpress.org (this is part of why developers
give away WordPress plugins and themes there- it boosts their reputation which can help them get future jobs)

4. Next, I’d at least look for someone who has their own website. It always seems strange hiring someone to help you

1. See http://wpcowichan.org.
2. See https://wordpress.org/news/category/releases/.
3. See http://wordpress.tv.
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Screenshot from WordPress 4.3’s release, showing some of the contributorswith your website when they don’t appear to have their own.
5. Next, I’d look on codeable.io,1 it specializes in WordPress developers. Some of its developers are WordPress core

contributors (it’s a category).

If you prefer to keep it local, you can google “your area + WordPress”. You may find other sites from your area made
by a particular developer. There may be someone who has presented at a local meetup or a nearby WordCamp. But regardless
of location, prefer to work with someone who has contributed to WordPress in some way2. If someone claims to be a
WordPress professional but hasn’t contributed to WordPress in any way, that claim is harder to verify.

And if you’re a WordPress developer who has yet to take the plunge into contributing to open source, like we all were
at some point, I have a post with some tips for you3, too.

Question to Consider: why do so relatively few developers contribute?

Conclusion
1. Where possible, use WordPress plugins instead of doing custom development, they’re much cheaper.
2. Don’t rely on themes to do the job of WordPress plugins because that locks you into always using the same theme.
3. If your business relies on certain WordPress plugins, pay for support and maintenance, even if you could download

them for free elsewhere.
4. Make use of the WordPress community and all the free help available there.
5. And lastly, if you absolutely must hire a developer, try to find one who has contributed to WordPress.

Suggested follow-up activities:

• Play around with the customizer to change the background colour (use a temporary site from poopy.life, not your
live site!)

• Find a good, style-only theme
• Find a WordPress plugin that will add a Facebook like button
• Sign up for WordPress support forum account, then answer, or ask a question
• Find a WordPress developer specializing in membership sites, preferably one who has contributed to a membership

plugin or WordPress core

Let me know how it goes, and what you think, in the comments!

1. See https://codeable.io/.
2. See https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-test-a-developer-who-says-he-knows-WordPress-plugin-development.
3. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2017/10/04/five-unspoken-rules-of-contributing-to-open-source-software/.
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Second Meetup Prep
Meetup Updates

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/second-meetup-prep/

This upcoming Saturday is our second meetup, from 10 am-11:30 am. Please mark yourself as attending on
meetup.com1, and optionally fill out our registration form on our website (see page 36) if you didn’t for the first event.

Remember to bring:

• a laptop or tablet
• questions about running a WordPress website (eg “how do I use x plugin?” or “what theme does x well?”), OR

things on which you’d like feedback (eg “what do you think of my site?”)

We’ll have time to ask questions and get feedback at the start of the meetup; and will have time to play around with
what we’ve learned at the end.

FYI I’ve created a blog post containing the content for my presentation on Saturday, Mistakes Non-Developers Make
When Using WordPress Plugins. (see page 25)

Lastly, while the library is a good venue, scheduling it is a bit of a challenge. Please contact Michael if you have
access to a free, or cheap, venue we can use that seats 20 and has a projector or TV.

1. See https://www.meetup.com/Cowichan-Valley-WordPress-Meetup/events/247086662/.
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Help Desk & Meetup
March 6, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/help-desk-meetup/

Meeting number 2!
This will be more of a classroom-style meetup at the Cowichan Regional Library (Duncan, British Columbia).
We’ll be following WordPress Manchester’s example1 and starting off with a 30-minute “Help Desk”. We’ll help

each other out with whatever WordPress-related thing we’re working on. Come with a question in mind like “how do you do
this…” and “can you tell me what you think of this thing I made?”

Afterwards, our own Michael Nelson will be giving us a 30-minute presentation on “Things You’re Assumed to
Know About Plugins (But Probably Don’t)”. Michael has been making living writing plugins for Event Espresso since 2012,
and hopes to answer these questions concerning plugins:

• what are WordPress plugins?
• where do you find plugins?
• how do you use plugins?
• how are plugins different from themes and “WordPress core”?
• how can you keep plugins secure?
• how can you get help with plugins?
• how much do plugins cost?
• who makes plugins and why?

Afterwards, we’ll have 30 minutes to ask questions about the topic and catch up.
Please register on this website if you didn’t register on this website for the previous event. The questionnaire helps us

identify attendees’ needs and interests. Thanks!

1. See https://www.meetup.com/ManchesterWordPressUserGroup/events/qvctqcyxfbcc/.
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Contribute To Our Meetup!
March 30, 2018

Contributing,Meetup Updates
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/contribute-to-our-meetup/

Wanna contribute and make the Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup better? Contact us1 if you can help fulfill any of
these roles:

Hecklers
Let us know what you like and what you don’t. And preferably why. Contact the organizers directly or tweet it

publicly. Just let us know what needs to improve

Steve Jobses (presenters)
We always need presenters. If you’re not an expert in something, just present your experiences so far (it’s even ok to

ask “what would y’all recommend for doing x?”). If presenting for 30 minutes is daunting, you could do a 10-minute
“lightning talk” with others

Walmart greeter
It’s nice being greeted and told you’re at the right place! The event organizers might not always be able to do this.

1. See http://wpcowichan.org/contact/.
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Social Media Maven
We need someone to be our voice on social media, to help spread the word. (Note: taking the time to set up a plugin

to automate this counts!)

Webdesigner Fancy-Pants
Are you a designer (or wanna-be designer)? Because the guy who made this site isn’t! This website could use some

flare.

Server Whisperer (website maintainer)
This site’s plugins need updating, the data needs backups and securing etc.

SSL-buying-person
Wanna buy us an SSL certificate for this website? It’s like $50 for a year or something with our host (or wanna pay

for a better hosting service? Event Espresso is currently paying for HostGator, but it’s got some limitations)

Pizza Mamma/Daddy
People come when food is provided. Buy a pizza (or some other snack) for a meetup and your name will live on

forever

Video Camera Person
Some meetups record the presentations and put them online for others’ benefit. You could record a presentation and

put it on youtube

Paparazzo (photographer)
Someone should remember to take a few photos of our meetups to give others an idea of it’s like.

Scout (venue provider)
It’s hard to find big, free venues. If you can swing us a free venue with room for 25 people and a projector, that would

be stellar.
If you’re not an expert and are afraid you’ll make mistakes, messing up at the meetup is probably the best place. No

one’s business or money is on the line. So, feel free to mess up!
Also, we’ll give you a fancy title like “co-organizer” or props (that’s internet slang for public recognition) on our

website, so everyone knows you contributed to making the Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup a success.
If you have questions or other ideas on how to contribute, please contact us1.

1. See http://wpcowichan.org/contact.
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Help Desk, SEO Clinic & Meetup
April 2, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/meetup-3/

Edit: see the actual meetup notes for video, and slides. (see page 40)
The presentation at this meetup will again be on Search Engine Optimization (SEO), but it will be more hands-on and

concrete than our previous SEO discussion (see page 22).
One lucky attendee will get to have an SEO Audit by SEO aficionado Chris Hoffman (see page 100), who has a

business doing SEO analysis. He’ll provide personalized tips based on his experience and answer your questions to the best
of his ability.

If you don’t know much about SEO, this meetup is for you! (And if you do already know a lot about it, you can share
what you know and we’ll all think you’re really smart!)

We’ll also have some time for another help desk session, so please come with WordPress-related questions you’d like
answered, or things you’d like feedback on.

The meeting’s agenda is:

• 10 am-10:30 am Help Desk
• 10:3 0am-11:00 am SEO Clinic
• 11:00 am-11:30 am Q&A on SEO

If you have input please leave a comment or contact the organizers via Meetup.com or our website’s contact page1.

1. See http://wpcowichan.org/contact/.
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SEO Clinic Notes
April 23, 2018
Meetup Notes

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/seo-clinic-notes/

WP Cowichan Valley Meetup Chris Hoffman ended up giving a great, information and experience-packed
presentation on SEO.

Here’s the entire thing recorded:

Chris Hoffman on SEO - Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup #3
https://youtube.com/watch?v=dPIPzTI4IP0

I made the recording this time. Scott Towne volunteered to do it but got sick last minute (get better Scott!). And yes I
made the recording just using my phone… I purposefully set the bar really low, for anyone who wants to help record any
future Meetups!

And here’s the slides: Chris Hoffman’s SEO Presentation1

Lastly, Donna Connolly, one of our members, wrote a blog post about her experience so far at the Meetup. And it’s
generated quite a buzz with her followers (50+ comments)! Go check out her post!2

Keep on blogging! See you at #wp15!

1. See http://wpcowichan.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/WP-Cowichan-Valley-Meetup.pptx.
2. See https://www.retirementreflections.com/a-to-z-challenge-day-nineteen-s/.
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WordPress Turns 15: a Story of Survival,
Ideals and Global Domination

May 25, 2018
Meetup Presentation Topics

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/wordpress-turns-15-story-survival-ideals-global-domination/

After its initial release 15 years ago, the website software WordPress is used by over 30% of the websites on the
Internet, 1whereas the nearest competitor sits around 3%. Its prospects couldn’t be better.

Did I say that? I meant to say it’s really old software, built primarily by hobbyists and amateurs from home in their
pyjamas, recently voted one of the most “dreaded technolog2ies3“4, competing with software that is far easier to use, and at
the core of its business model is… it’s free.

How has WordPress, the blogging software-turned-content-management system, managed to not only survive, but
also evolve, and even thrive?

Crisis and Freedom
WordPress was actually born in crisis.
Back in 2003, the dot com bubble had recently burst 5and the outlook for online businesses was at its worst. What’s

more, there was already an eight hundred pound gorilla in the blogging space: Movable Type, which ran 70% of the blogs
online at the time6.

1. See https://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/content_management/all.
2. See https://wptavern.com/stack-overflow-developer-survey-ranks-wordpress-as-the-3rd-most-dreaded-technology.
3. See https://wptavern.com/stack-overflow-developer-survey-ranks-wordpress-as-the-3rd-most-dreaded-technology.
4. See https://wptavern.com/stack-overflow-developer-survey-ranks-wordpress-as-the-3rd-most-dreaded-technology.
5. See https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot-com_bubble.
6. See http://web.archive.org/web/20040202101816/http://blogcensus.net/?page=tools.
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A niche, obscure piece of blogging software, called b2/cafelog, was becoming abandonware1. Its author, an
unemployed Frenchman who wrote it while learning how to program, had basically disappeared. Some may have wondered if
he was dead. In any case, b2/cafelog certainly was dead, just like Windows 92, MSN, and so many other pieces of outdated
software. It technically still worked, but with no one maintaining it, the world and technology moved on without it, as were
many of its users.

Matt Mullenweg, a Political Science student, blogger and tinkerer, lamented:

My logging software2 hasn’t been updated for months, and the main developer has disappeared, and I can
only hope that he’s okay….

Fortunately, b2/cafelog is GPL, which means that I could use the existing codebase to create a fork (new
version)… Someday, right?

– https://ma.tt/2003/01/the-blogging-software-dilemma/

That could have been the end of it. But one of his followers, Mike Little, offered to help.
Between exams and posting photos of his cat3, Matt and Mike took b2/cafelog’s code and created a new version. One

of Matt’s friends suggested a name, probably inspired by CafePress4 or Movable Type: WordPress.
The initial release improved on b2/cafelog mostly by bringing it up-to-date with the XHTML standard, but that was

mostly it. In terms of the software, it wasn’t a huge improvement. But the software did manage to survive, and that was the
key.

Unlike so much other software, b2/cafelog was what’s called “free software”. Software always comes with a license,
dictating how it can be used and distributed, just like films, music, art, etc. Usually, that license says who created it, forbids
others from modifying it, and allows only its author to distribute it.

“Free software”, on the other hand, is special in that its license (called the GPL, or GNU Public License5) dictates that
you can use it for whatever you want, with whatever modifications you want, and you can even distribute the copies you
make. Freely. This is why b2/cafelog was able to survive even though its creator disappeared. Matt said:

because we had [the] freedoms [of the GPL], Mike Little and I were able to use the software as a
foundation, giving us a two-year headstart over building something from scratch, and realize our own vision of
what blogging could be.

– https://ma.tt/2014/01/four-freedoms/

Schism
So although b2/cafelog was surviving as WordPress, its software license also caused a schism: there were other copies

(also called “forks”) of b2/cafelog that were being created. This was fragmenting the already-small niche community.
b2evolution6 and b2++7 were created by others and had other features.

Rather than try to drive the competition into the dirt, Matt reached out to their authors8 and asked them to instead
contribute their work to WordPress. With a lot of diplomacy, a quality for which computer programmers aren’t particularly
well-known, Matt was able to eventually win over one. b2evolution became WordPress MU and was eventually merged into
the main WordPress project. Its author also became a contributor to WordPress.

Another fortuitous event happened soon after: b2/cafelog’s old author reappeared online and announced that b2/
cafelog was discontinued and that WordPress was its ordained successor9. WordPress had now not only inherited b2/
cafelog’s code for free but also most of its community. But the software was still hobbyist software, used by a small niche of
bloggers who liked the technical challenge of running the software themselves.

Movable Type Migration
Meanwhile, Movable Type was blogging software being developed by a team of professionals, with a business model,

and a software license which gave them ultimate control over it. And they had decided it was time to cash in on their

1. See https://en-ca.wordpress.org/about/history/chapter3.pdf.
2. See http://www.cafelog.com/.
3. See https://ma.tt/2002/10/happy-halloween/.
4. See https://ma.tt/2003/03/cafepress-offers-micropublishing/.
5. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html.
6. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B2evolution.
7. See https://news.numlock.ch/it/b2.
8. See http://b2evolution.net/about/b2evolution-vs-wordpress.
9. See https://web.archive.org/web/20030528081232/http://cafelog.com/index.php?m=200305.
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significant market lead.
Its creator, Six Apart, made a subtle but significant change to the software’s license1, which meant some users had an

unexpected price jump. While this was perfectly legal and quite reasonable for the company, it was also reasonable for many
of its users to start looking for alternatives. They found WordPress.

The change was announced on the tech news website SlashDot2, and traffic to WordPress’ website went through the
roof. The site crashed several times because of it. WordPress lacked many of the features of Movable Type, but had one that
users suddenly realized was very important: it was free software. Not just in terms of price, but also in terms of its license.

I have been receiving emails all morning asking if I have any plans to charge for WordPress in the future.
The answer is no, but my answer doesn’t matter. The license WordPress is distributed under —the GNU Public
License3—ensures that the full source is available free of charge, legally.

– https://wordpress.org/news/2004/05/new-pricing-scheme/

That was the tipping point in both converting Movable Type users into WordPress users, and supercharging
WordPress into a major player in the blogging space.

Democratize Publishing
Matt was a big believer in blogging4. He wanted all his friends to express themselves on their own blogs, free from

any restrictions that a company would place on them. His vision for WordPress was that it would “Democratize Publishing.5”
Another way of saying that, is that WordPress’ sought to allow everyone to:

• publish whatever they want,
• know what the software is doing behind-the-scenes,
• be able to change the software,
• be free to distribute their improved version to others

This was a fairly tall task: running your own website simply is not an easy task, especially for the less technically
inclined. WordPress doesn’t just try to make blogging easy, it tries to make setting up, customizing, and maintaining a blog
easy. That would be hard for any company, and especially an ad-hoc group of volunteers.

Steps were taken to try to simplify the process of setting up WordPress6, which eventually grew into WordPress’
“Famous 5 Minute Install7“, and by 2005 some hosting providers (companies that rent servers) took care of installing
WordPress automatically8.

Speaking from my experience of setting up websites with other self-hosted software (that means the software you
install on a server yourself) this was revolutionary. So much so, that perhaps many users chose WordPress even though an
alternative may have had more of the features they wanted.

Another early improvement in WordPress was how customizations were made9. At first, users needed to dive into its
code and make the changes they wanted. While this was better than other software which doesn’t allow you to change it at
all, it wasn’t too much better because it was so difficult to do and so laborious to maintain. Every time WordPress came out
with an update, users needed to re-apply their hacks.

The idea of “plugins” was born10: separate software that ran alongside WordPress, that modified it, but wouldn’t be
overwritten when WordPress was updated. This was really convenient for tech-savvy developers able to read code.

The WordPress Plugin repository11 also helped forward the mission to “Democratize Publishing.” It made plugins
easily available to non-developers (non-programmers) because all they needed to do was download the plugin and upload it
to their website. No coding necessary.

Through the subsequent years, features continued to be poured in steadily, making the goal of allowing everyone to
run their own blog more attainable. Notable features included:

• translations12

1. See https://web.archive.org/web/20040609063411/http://www.sixapart.com/corner/archives/2004/05/its_about_time.shtml.
2. See https://developers.slashdot.org/story/04/05/14/1314256/bloggers-assail-movable-types-new-pricing-scheme.
3. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html.
4. See https://ma.tt/2003/02/its-only-right/.
5. See https://torquemag.io/2013/10/the-history-of-the-democratization-of-publishing/.
6. See https://wordpress.org/news/2004/01/wordpress-10/.
7. See https://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress.
8. See https://wordpress.org/news/2005/12/wordpress-on-yahoo/.
9. See https://wordpress.org/news/2003/12/new-feature-my-hacksphp/.

10. See https://wordpress.org/news/2004/03/in-case-you-havent-heard/.
11. See https://wordpress.org/news/2005/01/the-wordpress-plugin-repository/.
12. See https://wordpress.org/news/2004/04/l10n-i18n/.
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• “what-you-see-is-what-you-get” (WYSIWYG) editor1

• one-click updates for WordPress, allowing non-developers to update WordPress
• themes2, which allowed non-developers to give their site a fresh new look in a few clicks
• pages and custom post types3, which allowed WordPress to manage any type of content, not just a blog

Making WordPress usable by everyone often had its drawbacks. Much of the old code from 15 years ago is still there
because removing it could break some websites, or changing the code might make it harder to read for novice programmers.
But overall, it has succeeded in making publishing and running a website, something attainable to everyday users.

Free… but Who Pays the Bills?
While WordPress grew in popularity, so did the required time commitment. And an often-overlooked reality of free

software is that, while there are many who contribute to it gladly without pay, they still need money to survive. Many, many
software projects are used globally by millions and yet are maintained by only a handful of overworked people4.

WordPress required more time than Matt and his fellow volunteer contributors could afford. One of WordPress’ early
saviours was CNET. CNET used WordPress for several of its blogs, and so wanted to see it progress. They offered to pay
Matt to maintain it so he could do it full time. So Matt quit college and began working on WordPress full time as a CNET
employee5. But importantly, CNET hadn’t bought WordPress: the software was still free, it’s just that now there was
someone to pay for its improvement, which wasn’t free.

Investing in Free Software
While Matt was in a coveted situation, being paid to work on his hobby, he saw more opportunity. While WordPress

continued to “Democratize Publishing”, he was becoming more aware of some persistent problems that were really difficult
to solve. The two biggest ones were: spam, and self-hosting a website. WordPress websites were getting hammered by spam
comments6, and hosting their own websites was still too difficult for many users. And to top it all off, just having one
dedicated developer severely hampered how far WordPress could progress.

Matt then did a fairly amazing thing: somehow, he convinced a few angel investors to back his creation of a company,
Automattic7, focused on developing WordPress, free software. How did Matt plan to make a return on investment when
WordPress was, and forever would be, free? Or how did he convince investors of his plan? This might have been a miracle.

It seems Automattic’s business model was to fuel the WordPress community and support it with some related,
optional, upgrades. For example, Automattic created a plugin called Akismet, which helps reduce spam. They also created a
website called WordPress.com, which was a “hosted” way to run WordPress- meaning a way for someone to use WordPress
to blog, but not need to set up and maintain their own server. Both of these were separate services that Automattic could
charge money for, so it didn’t make WordPress less free at all.

Automattic managed to secure two more rounds of venture capital8, and now has a team of over 500. And although
Automattic is turning a profit on WordPress users, no WordPress user is obliged to use any of their services. I, after 7 years
of using WordPress, still haven’t given them a dollar. WordPress is just as free as it ever was, but there are paid options for
those who want them, and a well-funded company supporting WordPress’ growth.

A Community, Not Users
In the proprietary world, [people who use software] are typically called “users,” a strange term that

connotes dependence and addiction. In the open source world, they’re more rightly called a community.
– https://ma.tt/2014/01/four-freedoms/

Very early on, WordPress sought to build a diverse, welcoming community. And as hard as it may have been to build
a business model around free software, I think creating a culture is even more difficult. WordPress has a great culture, in

1. See https://wordpress.org/news/2005/12/wp2/.
2. See https://wordpress.org/news/2004/11/whats-going-on/.
3. See https://wordpress.org/news/2005/02/strayhorn/.
4. See https://www.cuttlesoft.com/open-source-with-nadia-eghbal/.
5. See https://ma.tt/2004/10/press-and-cnet/.
6. See https://wordpress.org/news/2003/11/spam-kill-it-at-the-root/.
7. See https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automattic.
8. See https://www.recode.net/2014/5/5/11626458/wordpress-parent-automattic-has-raised-160-million-now-valued-at-1-16.
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contrast to many environments. Often, “techies” consider themselves superior to “non-techies” because they know the jargon
and technical details of the software, but then “non-techies” are annoyed at “techies”‘ arrogance and social ineptitude. While
these problems still exist in the WordPress community, somehow there is a lot more understanding. Being a stereotypical
white, male programmer is not a requirement to participate in the WordPress community.

The earliest WordPress meetup was in January 20041, and more popped up everywhere. These were opportunities to
share knowledge, but for often-isolated users to gather and socialize.

The first WordCamp2 (WordPress conference) was in July 2005, and since WordCamps have spread and been
organized in the hundreds all over the globe. And they usually cost $20. This allows for nearly all the WordPress community
to participate in a conference. This is in stark contrast to most other software conferences, where there is usually only one
held globally each year, costing thousands of dollars. And then with the introduction of WordPress TV3, anyone could
digitally sit in on conference sessions. All this community building helped create dedication to the software that went beyond
just technical help.

The WordPress Slack channel, Support Forum, and Trac system also allow anyone to participate in helping
WordPress become better and create a reputation for themselves in the process.

There have been hundreds of people who have contributed code to the various releases of WordPress, some as
employees of companies and some as freelancers or hobbyists. But the lion share is still done by WordPress’ biggest
supporter: Automattic. It is really a remarkable balance between Automattic and WordPress, the free software.

The WordPress Foundation4 was founded in 2009. It is a non-profit organization, like Mozilla5 and The Free Software
Foundation6, whose purpose is to encourage the support of WordPress: the software, its community, and its trademark. The
trademark was actually registered by Automattic early on (hence why they own wordpress.com) but Matt pushed for it to be
donated to the newly-founded organization.7 His reasoning was:

Automattic might not always be under my influence, so from the beginning I envisioned a structure where
for-profit, non-profit, and not-just-for-profit could coexist and balance each other out. It’s important for me to
know that WordPress will be protected and that the brand will continue to be a beacon of open source freedom
regardless of whether any company is as benevolent as Automattic has been thus far.

– https://ma.tt/2010/09/wordpress-trademark/

Perhaps this was Matt’s old naive spirit of software freedom, or maybe an investment in the ecosystem his company
needed to survive. But regardless, it was another significant step in helping to assure WordPress will survive for longer than
one company’s financial interest in it.

Feedback Loop
And now with such a solid base of software freedom, large and global community, and even venture-capital backing,

WordPress has ignited an explosion in popularity that seems to feed on itself. The feedback loop goes something like this:

• more users lead to
• more plugins, themes, hosts and web agencies specializing in WordPress, which leads to
• more brand awareness and trust, which leads to
• more users, etc.

In other words, WordPress is popular because it’s ubiquitous… which is really a fancy way of saying “it’s popular
because it’s popular.”

In my case, the company I work for, Event Espresso8, continues to specialize in making event registration plugins for
WordPress because it is a big market. But in turn, through our hosted solution, EventSmart9, we’ve introduced a lot of people
to WordPress.

1. See https://wordpress.org/news/2004/06/wordpress-meetup/.
2. See https://wordpress.org/news/2006/07/wordcamp-2006/.
3. See https://wordpress.org/news/2009/01/wordpresstv/.
4. See https://wordpressfoundation.org/2010/getting-off-the-ground/.
5. See https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mozilla.
6. See https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_Software_Foundation.
7. See https://ma.tt/2010/09/wordpress-trademark/.
8. See https://eventespresso.com.
9. See https://EventSmart.com.
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A Caution
It seems to me that WordPress’ early success was due to its being free software. Afterwards, its mission to

democratize publishing guided its development so it appealed to a very wide range of users, and venture capital funding
helped keep it alive and improving. But now WordPress’ success is a self-feedback loop which could also be described as a
bubble… and someday that bubble may burst.

For example, many WordPress users don’t know what free software is. They may be easily enticed by restrictive, but
easier-to-use, software. Then someday further down the road, we’ll have a repeat of the Movable Type situation, where
they’ll suddenly become aware that proprietary software is a sandy foundation for a business.

I think the WordPress community needs to hold more dearly to the freedom of the GPL1, and internalize the mission
to democratize publishing.

Celebrate the Successes
To me, WordPress’ story is inspiring. The ideals of freedom and inclusion won out over restriction and exclusivity.

Sure, people have taken advantage of WordPress’ freedom and trust, but they haven’t destroyed it. How has WordPress
survived the years of naysayers, hackers, and GPL abusers? I think Matt’s said this:

Though the freedom intrinsic in the GPL2 that has allowed people to abuse WordPress it has allowed even
more people to do amazing things and over time the good far, far outweighs the bad…

how do you maximize the effect of the good[?]
Celebrate the successes.
Talk, connect, promote, and embrace the people who are creating things on top of your creation.
Provide a way for people to choose to help you, and try to remove as much friction from that process as

possible.
[People will] want to give something back.
– https://ma.tt/2007/07/price-of-freedom/

Maybe that’s idealistic and naive, and maybe it wouldn’t work in the real world. One might think endeavours like that
would never survive.

Then again, 15 years and 30% of the Internet indicate it has worked pretty well indeed.

Suggested reading
• A history of WordPress3

• Another history of WordPress4

• Quora question on “Why WordPress is so popular”5

• How WordPress became so popular6

• PBS video on WordPress and Automattic7 (although it’s a bit dated)
• The difference between the WordPress Foundation and Automattic8

• WordPress user survey 9

• Matt mailed his car keys to strangers online10 (before WordPress)

1. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2018/01/17/survey-says-most-wordpress-users-dont-care-about-freedom-or-community/.
2. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html.
3. See https://premium.wpmudev.org/blog/wordpress-history/?omtr=b&utm_expid=3606929-101.
4. See http://www.wpbeginner.com/news/the-history-of-wordpress/.
5. See https://www.quora.com/How-did-WordPress-become-the-most-popular-CMS-in-the-world?share=1.
6. See https://www.eukhost.com/blog/webhosting/wordpress-became-popular/.
7. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQEQr7c0-dw.
8. See https://torquemag.io/2013/01/wpf-automattic/.
9. See https://wordpress.org/news/2017/12/wordpress-user-survey-data-for-2015-2017/#pro.

10. See https://ma.tt/2003/03/open-keys-update/.
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WordPress 15th Birthday Party
April 2, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/wordpress-15th-birthday-party/

WordPress celebrates 15 years this month!1 So we’re having a party. We’ll be using the same classroom at Brentwood
College, and there will be

• food (thanks Barry Hughes and ModernTribe2)
• cake (thanks Sheryl Gilding and the Gilded Daisy3)
• and special party swag (thanks WordPress Foundation4)

The presentations will focus on the history of WordPress, why some of us use it today, and what WordPress will be
like in the future.

The agenda is:

• 10:00 am-10:30 am Help Desk
• 10:30am-10:45am Cake
• 10:45 am-11:00 am Presentation “WordPress Turns 15: a Story of Survival, Ideals and Global Domination”
• 11:15 am-12:00 pm Mingle and Discover about Fellow WordPressers Activity

And if we have time and interest in there, we might have a demo of WordPress’ upcoming editor, codenamed
“Gutenberg”.

1. See https://make.wordpress.org/community/2018/03/21/wordpress-15th-anniversary-parties/.
2. See https://tri.be/.
3. See http://www.thegildeddaisy.com/.
4. See https://wordpressfoundation.org/.
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15th Anniversary Aftermath
May 28, 2018
Meetup Notes

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/15th-anniversary-aftermath/

Phew, that 15th anniversary party (see page 48) was a 10am rager alright!
Thanks again to Sheryl1 for the cake, and Barry/Modern Tribe2 for the big platter of food!
Here’s my blog post that my presentation was based off: http://wpcowichan.org/blog/wordpress-turns-15-story-

survival-ideals-global-domination/ (see page 42)
And here’s the details about the latest release of WordPress,3 which includes a tool for helping you create a privacy

policy, which is arguably the most important first step in becoming GDPR4 compliant.
And here’s a 360 image from the meetup:

#wp15

1. See http://www.thegildeddaisy.com/.
2. See https://tri.be/.
3. See https://wordpress.org/news/2018/05/wordpress-4-9-6-privacy-and-maintenance-release/.
4. See https://www.eugdpr.org/.
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Encouraging Online Reader Discussion
April 14, 2021
Uncategorized

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/pmb/encouraging-online-reader-discussion/

Donna Connolly wrote a blog post on the topic of her upcoming presentation (see page 53). The post was originally
reblogged on wpcowichan.org but for the book: we’d like to refer you directly to her blog:
https://www.retirementreflections.com/encouraging-online-reader-discussion/
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Encouraging Discussion on your Blog, Help
Desk, & Introduction to Gutenberg

June 4, 2018
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/june-meetup/

The format of this meetup will be a bit different.

• 10 am-10:45 am, Donna Connolly (see page 102), a popular retirement blogger, will present what she’s learned
about encouraging discussion (her blog regularly has 50+ comments per post). Everyone welcome. Read her blog
post on this same topic1.

• 10:45 am-11:15 am Help Desk (bring any WordPress-related questions or topics to discuss with others)
• 11:15 am-12:00 pm Michael Nelson (see page 96) will give an introduction to WordPress’ upcoming Editor:

Gutenberg. This might be a bit more advanced (so no worries if you’d rather skip this part).

If you can’t make it, we will try to stream a live stream of the presentations to our YouTube channel2.
The meeting is again at Brentwood College, but a different room. Please see below for directions.

1. See http://wpcowichan.org/blog/encouraging-online-reader-discussion/.
2. See https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbFunn2YAJQf7qqlU5v_5cQ.
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June Meetup Roundup
June 30, 2018
Meetup Notes

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/june-meetup-roundup/

Notes from today’s meetup (see page 52).
A few people had trouble finding the classroom today. I’m really sorry about that! I’ll try to make it clearer next time

(maybe we can put up some signs, or maybe I’ll try using a different device for live streaming so I can still have my phone
available to check for messages etc). Let me know if you have any suggestions on how to make it clearer where the meetup is
located.

Donna Connolly’s “Encouraging Online Discussions”
• How did she get initial readers? Facebook friends, followed other bloggers and left a comment with them, a bit of

SEO, had someone else guest post on her site and thereafter had a lot of their followers start following her, link
parties help drive a lot of traffic

• Your favourite popular, most popular post, and most commented-post might not be the same
• 7 minutes is the average time people are willing to read a blog post. If you have more you need to share, you can

even put them in the comments yourself (start the conversation yourself!)
• Donna always replies to comments but never makes her comment bigger than theirs
• She hasn’t had any real “trolls”, she’ll only delete comments which obviously have nothing to do with the post. If

she disagrees with the person, she’ll usually allow their comment and maybe give a little reply, but not continue an
argument. She’s already made an entire post with her thoughts on the topic, no need to continue

• Discussion around commentLuv plugin: https://enstinemuki.com/what-happened-commentluv
• Fridays are the days for comments
• (My thought: people with opinions and information on the topic are most likely to comment)
• “Don’t look at your videos because you’ll never do one again” – Sheryl
• Videos get more comments. “Can you get a live stream from your WordPress?”1

• Is ranking comments good? She doesn’t.

1. See https://www.wpeka.com/how-to-stream-live-videos-to-your-wordpress-site.html.
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Donna Connolly Encouraging Online Discussion
https://youtube.com/watch?v=yFCHVwNtG2M

Michael Nelson’s Introduction to Gutenberg
I actually don’t have any notes from my own presentation, but here’s the video:

Mike Nelson Introduction to Gutenberg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=zp5qUInmIK4
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And here’s my slides1 (I have a bunch of links on the last slide).
What stood out to you from the meetup? Please let me know in the comments (or contact me via the contact form).

1. See http://wpcowichan.org/slides-3.
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July Meetup Holiday
July 10, 2018

Meetup Updates
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/july-meetup-holiday/

Sorry, Sheryl and I won’t be organizing a Meetup in July because of scheduling difficulties (ie, there’s a birthday one
weekend, and Brentwood College is hosting a big event another Saturday so unavailable, and summer vacations).

But we’re planning a meetup in August.
And in case you haven’t heard, October 13 is WordCamp Vancouver. I’ll be going, hope you can come!

https://2018.vancouver.wordcamp.org

I highly recommend you go!
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Making Your Website Accessible to
Everyone, & Help Desk

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/august-meetup/

Sorry, we missed last month, having too much summer fun!
This month we are happy to have Cynthia Ng (see page 103) present on making your website accessible (ie, usable by

everyone, including the blind and disabled). It’s something she is passionate about, so we hope you can make it in person or
can watch the live stream.

We will also be having another presentation on a “less technical” topic, like site security, backing up, or migrating
your site (TBA).

The schedule is:

• 10:00 am-10:45 am Cynthia Ng presentation “Making Accessible Content and Websites in WordPress” (slides1)
• 10:45 am-11:15 am Help Desk (bring your questions and topics you’d like to discuss)
• 11:15am-12:00am Surprise Zinger Presentation

Videos will appear here once they are uploaded. Thanks, Scott Towne2 for doing the professional recording.

1. See https://speakerdeck.com/cynthiang/making-accessible-content-and-websites-in-wordpress.
2. See https://fairfieldmedia.ca/.
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August 2018 Accessibility Presentation
Notes
August 18, 2018

Meetup Notes
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/august-2018-accessibility-presentation-notes/

Presentation was by Cynthia Ng. (The other presentation fell through, which was ok: we got to focus more on this and
the help desk )

Links
• Blog Post: Making Accessible Content and Websites in WordPress1 (has basically all of the content Cynthia

presented, just in blog form. Probably best to read this)
• Presentation Slides (with working links)2

• PDF Slides (links don’t work unless you download the PDF)3

• Once the video is uploaded, I will embed it here.

My Main Takeaways
• When adding links, don’t just have the link be “click here”, because screen readers users often jump between links,

and if they’re all labelled “click here” they can’t differentiate between them. Instead, include more descriptive text.
Eg “Click here to learn more about WordPress”

• Images should set either the “caption” or the “alt text”. Screen readers will usually read both of them to the user, so
you usually don’t need both. The caption is probably better because it’s visible to everyone, whereas alt text is not
seen by most users

• Try the HTML Code Sniffer Bookmarklet to see how your website scores in terms of accessibility. Here I made a
short video showing how to use it, and how I used it to make wpcowichan.org more accessible.

1. See https://cynthiang.ca/2018/08/18/presentation-making-accessible-content-and-websites-in-wordpress/.
2. See https://arty-chan.github.io/presentations/wpcowichan2018.html#/.
3. See https://speakerdeck.com/cynthiang/making-accessible-content-and-websites-in-wordpress.
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How to use HTML Code Sniffer (by Squiz) to Assess WordPress Website Accessibility
https://youtube.com/watch?v=b6jz01d4g8g

Note: it can be tricky finding who is responsible for accessibility errors on the page (eg, was the error from your post/
page content? or from a plugin? or is it built into WordPress?). Feel free to leave a comment on this post with questions you
have and I’ll try my best to answer. Please let me know which website you ran the code sniffer on, and which error you’re
asking about.

My Full Notes (By Mike)
• Legislated in Ontario, not legislated in BC. But federal government is bringing legislation into effect
• Not just blindness
• WCAG is standard guidelines for accessibility
• Links should say where they go, not just be “click here”
• It’s best to not use the “target” attribute on links, users should choose that. Or explicitly tell people it opens in

another tab
• Image alt text isn’t readable to most users but important for screen readers. Describe the point of the text.
• If you add a caption to an image in WordPress, you don’t need to add alt text. Empty alt text means screen readers

should skip it. If you copy the caption into alt text, screen reader users will hear it twice. The title attribute is
viewable by most users when the mouse over. In WordPress, “description” is only shown on the media page. For
me: I’ll usually just use caption; otherwise alt text

• For accessible graphs-if it were printed in Black and white, could you understand it? Use textured bars
• Auto-played videos, audio, or carousels are bad. Users should control them.
• When choosing an accessible WordPress theme, look for ones with tag of “accessibility-ready”. Otherwise, ask the

theme author if they’ve undergone accessibility theme
• “Fangs” is a good simulation tool (because actual screen readers take a lot of training)
• Make an “accessibility statement”, WCAG has helpful info on making this. Universities and colleges have pretty

good examples
• Good alt text “Nike Logo” not “image of Nike Logo”. But if you’re in the Nike website, you could probably just

put “Logo”.
• How to have link with no text: use “title” attribute
• Lookup stride theme, commenting code

August 2018 Accessibility Presentation Notes
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Please leave your own notes as comments on this post.
Thanks so much Cynthia! Give her a thank you tweet @TheRealArty1!

1. See http://twitter.com/TheRealArty.
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6 Really Easy Steps That Will Keep Your
WordPress Website From Getting Hacked

September 28, 2018
Meetup Presentation Topics

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/6-really-easy-steps-that-will-keep-your-wordpress-website-from-getting-hacked/

These 6 steps will prevent the most common types of hacking attempts on your WordPress website, and most of them
only require a click or two and aren’t very technical.

Of course, we all want to keep our website secure and not get hacked. It’s not fun when a hacker takes control of your
website… But we also have a life and might not understand all the technical jargon. So let’s skip the fluff and get your
website secure.

1. Don’t Use Easy-to-Guess Usernames and Passwords
The easiest way for a hacker to take control of your website is to guess your username and password. This may

account for 8% of hacked WordPress websites1. So do you have a good username and password?
Is your username “admin”? . That’s super easy for hackers to guess. Change your username.

1. See http://www.wptemplate.com/tutorials/safety-and-security-of-wordpress-blog-infographic.html.
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How to remove the Admin User from your WordPress Site
https://youtube.com/watch?v=ScYY0vI5mNE

You can’t just rename your “admin” user’s name because WordPress doesn’t allow you to change the user’s login. You need
to create a second admin, then delete the old “admin” user. This video shows how.

And what password do you use? Does it look like “password”, “12345”, or one of the other top 1000 most-
commonly-used passwords1? Yes? . Hackers make programs that automatically try all those when hacking into your
website. That’s called a “brute force” attack. Change your password.

1. See https://www.passwordrandom.com/most-popular-passwords.
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5 - Change Your WordPress Password 2016
https://youtube.com/watch?v=DXH3ScAJtrs

If you have an obvious password, here’s how to change it.

2. Make Regular Website Backups
Do you have a backup of your website? (The database and files?)
Before doing the next changes, you need to make a database backup. It’s possible things might break. If so, you need

a backup to restore to.
Also, if you get hacked, you’ll probably need to restore to a backup from before you got hacked. If you have no

backups, you’ll need to recreate your website from scratch. Have fun.
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How To Backup and Restore a WordPress Website UpDraft Plus
https://youtube.com/watch?v=2zrDtEP4mcw

If your hosting company doesn’t provide automatic backups, you can try the UpDraft Plus plugin (or search for others). It’s
pretty easy to set up and the basic version is free.

3. Keep WordPress, Plugins and Themes Up-to-Date
Periodically, security problems are discovered in all software. That’s the main reason there are frequent updates to

Windows, Mac OSX, and WordPress. If you don’t keep WordPress, its plugins, and themes up-to-date, you may be using an
older version with publicly-known security issues. Not doing this may account for over 50% of hacks to WordPress.1

But realize it’s possible that when you update, things will break. That’s why you made a backup earlier!

WordPress - Updating Plugins
https://youtube.com/watch?v=LVthDq6Mhw8

Simple video showing how to update plugins. Updating themes is basically the same.

WordPress should actually get security updates automatically. Every few weeks you should get an update saying
“You have successfully updated to…”. If not, ask your host or developer if you’re getting automatic updates.

4. Install a Security Plugin
Here are a few ways security plugins can help keep your WordPress website secure:

• limit login attempts. This prevents a hacker from trying a “brute force” login attack mentioned earlier
• prevent suspicious requests using a firewall. Most hackers set up programs to automatically try to hack your

websites. Well, security plugins can likewise detect when they’re doing that and prevent them.
• scan for suspicious changes to files. If your website gets hacked, usually the hacker’s program will change

WordPress to suit their needs. Security plugins can detect when this has happened and alert you.

1. See http://www.wptemplate.com/tutorials/safety-and-security-of-wordpress-blog-infographic.html.
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Wordfence1 and Sucuri are the two most popular security plugins. I prefer Wordfence mostly because I met the owner
once at a WordCamp and he bought dinner for a bunch of us2 … And I use it and found it pretty slick.

WordFence Security WordPress Plugin Settings 2020
https://youtube.com/watch?v=faxHuUqrYuU

5. Use HTTPS instead of HTTP
Does your website URL start with http:// or https://?
Eg, http://mysite.com or https://mysite.com?
That little “s” stands for “secure”. Meaning that when someone visits your website, the data sent between the user’s

browser and your server (eg a password when logging in, or personal information stored on the server) is transmitted securely
so no one else can see it. If you’re just using http:// it can be intercepted and read by others. (If you’d like an explanation so
simple a child can understand it, I wrote and illustrated a children’s story explaining how that all works!3)

In order to have your website work on https://, you need to get an “SSL certificate”. Most hosting companies can
install it for you for around $40 a year, but some will give it to you one for free.

1. See https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordfence/.
2. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2017/11/04/wordcamp-seattle-2017-thoughts/.
3. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2017/11/15/the-magic-keys-of-esprenevestos-childrens-story/.
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Activate Your FREE SSL Certificate - Bluehost - WordPress.org
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D_jQUJlGM8k

For example, here’s a short video showing how to enable HTTPS on your website (ie, get and install an SSL certificate).

6. Upgrade PHP
WordPress isn’t the only software you need to keep up-to-date. You should also update PHP.
Currently, WordPress can work with PHP version 5.2 or higher. But older versions of PHP have security issues, and

the only way to fix them is to upgrade PHP to at least version 7.0. Version 7.2 would be better, if possible.
Many hosts allow you to simply flip a switch to upgrade PHP. So it’s easy. The only trick is that some of your plugins

or themes might not be compatible with newer versions of PHP…
If you upgrade and find something is broken, your host should make it equally easy to revert to the old version of

PHP you were using, which will resolve the errors.
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Tutorial: How To Upgrade Your PHP Version in Bluehost cPanel
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QwBbHd7scsY

For example, here is how to update PHP on Bluehost.

That’s It
If you’ve done these 6 steps, your WordPress website is really pretty secure. This is all the things I’ve done on my

sites.
If you want to spend more time securing your site, read these (ordered from least technical to more technical):

• 8 Common WordPress Security Mistakes That Could Cost You Dearly1

• Yoast SEO’s Tips on Securing WordPress2

• Hardening WordPress3

This post originally from my blog.4

1. See https://torquemag.io/2017/03/wordpress-security-mistakes/.
2. See https://yoast.com/wordpress-security/.
3. See https://codex.wordpress.org/Hardening_WordPress.
4. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2018/09/28/6-really-easy-steps-that-will-keep-your-wordpress-website-from-getting-hacked/.
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Tour of a Membership Site, Help Desk, &
Intro to Elementor Pagebuilder

September 6, 2018
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/tour-of-a-membership-site-help-desk-intro-to-elementor-pagebuilder/

Please note the different time: 1pm-3pm (instead of earlier). This is because school is back in session, and they
demolished the building we were using before .

This month Shery Gilding (see page 97) will be giving us a tour of her membership site (which uses the LearnDash
plugin1). Also, Jason Liversidge (see page 101) will give us an introduction to his page builder of choice: Elementor2 (what
enables him to do his impressive “website in a day”). We’ll also make some time for a help desk.

Agenda:

• 1 pm-1:45 pm Tour of a Membership Site by Sheryl Gilding (see page 97)
• 1:45pm-2:15pm Help Desk
• 2:15pm-3:00pm Intro to Elementor Pagebuilder by Jason Liversidge (see page 101)

If you’d like to request a topic for subsequent meetings, please comment on this post, contact us3, or start a discussion
on meetup.com

And FYI: our meetup in October will in Vancouver at WordCamp Vancouver4. Hope to see you there instead!

1. See https://www.learndash.com/.
2. See https://wordpress.org/plugins/elementor/.
3. See http://wpcowichan.org/contact/.
4. See https://2018.vancouver.wordcamp.org/.
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Notes on Elementor and Security
September 29, 2018

Meetup Notes
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/notes-on-elementor-and-security/

Thanks so much, Jason for the presentation today, thanks to Sheryl and the Gilded Daisy for the snacks, and thanks to
everyone who brought questions to the help desk.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=

Introduction to Elementor Page Builder
Jason Liversidge

Mike’s notes

• His preferences: Elementor1, but Beaver Builder close second. Divi is popular but has more lock-in (if you
deactivate it, there will be a ton of junk leftover from it that you’ll need to manually remove)

• Elementor comes with “templates” which are pre-built pages you can easily tweak. (They’re not the same as
WordPress templates.)

• When creating a page, in the “Page Attributes” metabox, you can select “Elementor Canvas” for a completely blank
page, or select “Elementor Full Width” for full width, but keep the theme’s header and footer.

• Elementor “blocks” aren’t the same as Gutenberg blocks. Gutenberg blocks are equivalent to Elementor widgets.
Elementor “blocks” are groups of widgets

• Elementor can inherit a lot of style from the theme (it’s actually best to set the default font, so you can easily
change it later if you want)

• Overall, Elementor seems like a great way to design a landing page or other important pages on your site. I’ll
probably try redesigning the wpcowichan.org homepage with it.

• If you’re interested in trying Elementor, grab a test site from poopy.life (ironically poopy.life sites are offered for
free by one of Elementor’s competitors, Oxygen), install the Elementor plugin and play away with it. Alternatively,
contact us2 and we can set you up with a slightly-less-transient subsite on wpcowichan.org

We ended up taking extra time for the help desk today instead of having a second presentation. You can read my blog
post about easy and important ways to secure your website. (see page 61) Please give it a look-over because the security
items mentioned are actually quite important and can be really easy.

1. See https://wordpress.org/plugins/elementor/.
2. See http://wpcowichan.org/contact/.
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WordCamp Vancouver
October 3, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/wordcamp-vancouver/

We’re on the road to WordCamp Vancouver 2018!
It will be a day full of learning and connecting. If you’ve never attended a WordCamp before, I highly recommend it.
Tickets are a measly $25, which is a fantastic deal compared to other conferences which normally cost at least 10x

that. This is only possible because sponsors pay for most of it.
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WordCamp Vancouver 2018 Memory Dump
October 16, 2018

Meetup Notes
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/wordcamp-vancouver-2018-memory-dump/

Absolutely everything I can remember from my WordCamp experience this year. Feel free to just skip to the sections
that interest you…

(And thanks Esther for the photo of Scott, myself, and Jason on the ferry!)

Preparation
I sent a message out to my WordPress meetup1 and “WordPress professionals2” group asking if anyone wanted to

carpool.
I was lucky enough to have a full carload with whom to share the ferry costs! So instead of paying about $300 for

transportation (last time I flew) it was more like $75. So, there you have it: a direct benefit of participating in a meetup!

Journey There
Like most mornings when I needed to awake early, I couldn’t sleep the night before. So from about 3 am to 4:30 am I

tossed and turned, anxious that I might have set my alarm clock incorrectly or something.
By 4:30 am I just resigned myself to not sleeping, and had pre-breakfast and headed out. I thought I might have heard

my 2-year-old stirring but luckily she didn’t get up.
I picked up my fellow Shawnigan Lake WordPresser, Jason, at 5:07, 3 minutes earlier than we planned, then Esther

and Scott at 5:37 AM, 3 minutes early, in Victoria. None of them slept well either and were all running early (which is much,

1. See http://wpcowichan.org/.
2. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2018/09/05/meeting-with-wordpress-professionals/.
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much nicer than running late!)
Main benefit of this early morning: we were some of the first to board the boat, so we got our choice of seats and

watched a fabulous sunrise while sailing through the gulf islands.
We then arrived at WordCamp a little late (after the opening remarks) but just a few minutes into the first round of

presentations.

Presentations
Building Progressive Themes with WP Rig1, by Morten Rand-Hendriksen

• main purpose is to allow you to use modern html, js, css, today while maintaining backward compatibility
• does all build stuff
• allows you to only include css used on the current page
• Morten mentioned that there’s a growing standard to load css inline2 (not just in head). This way the css is only

loaded when the browser gets to that part of the page
• css variables aren’t supported by most browsers, but wp rig acts as a shim
• when you start using wprig to build a theme, it’s now your code. Your code and the WP Rig code are tightly

coupled and it’s expected that you won’t update WP Rig. (I can see how this is nice because “you don’t need to
update”… although I can see if there are new WP Rig features in the future, or even security issues, it would be
nice to have WP Rig separate and easily updatable.)

• checkout wprig.io3

Just enough React: Getting ready for Gutenberg4, by Shannon Smith

I was hoping Shannon’s presentation would be more of an overview of the React Javascript framework but ended up
being more of an introduction to Gutenberg (WordPress’ new post editor, which is primarily being pushed by the company
Automattic, not so much the entire WordPress community) which dabbled in how to develop blocks. Given she’s an
Automattic employee, I’m also suspicious that she was assigned to generate excitement over Gutenberg. Still, there were
some good takeaways from her presentation for me:

• when registering custom post types, you can declare its Gutenberg Template5

• you can use command line (WP CLI) to scaffold Gutenberg blocks
• Gary Pendergast created a plugin to convert shortcode to blocks (although TBH I can’t find it; all I could find was

Daniel Bachhuber’s tutorial on how to do it6)
• most theme and plugin devs don’t need to learn react to build blocks etc. Only need react for contributing

How to Optimally Secure Your WordPress Environment7, by Chloe
Chamberland & Colette Chamberland

• there no single way to prevent all hacks. Need layers and backup plans
• big factor in security is choosing a good host. They should maintain 30 days of access and error logs, use SFTP

instead of just FTP, use mod security, ClamAV, keep backups for at least 30 days (or find plugins for those;
although configuring SFTP etc is something you can’t do with a plugin)

• use haveibeenpwned.com to see if your email has been compromised in a data breach on some website (I just used
it, and my faithful old email from the early 2000s has apparently been compromised a half dozen times )

• PCI (security standards for website processing credit card payments) requires you use TLS 1.1 after June 2018
• there are two main types of firewalls, both with PROs and CONs: cloud-based firewalls (which run on a remote

server, I think is what Sucuri offers) and application firewalls (which run on your website, which is what
Wordfence offers). Which is better? Both.

1. See https://2018.vancouver.wordcamp.org/session/building-progressive-themes-with-wp-rig/.
2. See https://jakearchibald.com/2016/link-in-body/.
3. See https://wprig.io/.
4. See https://2018.vancouver.wordcamp.org/session/just-enough-react-getting-ready-for-gutenberg/.
5. See https://wordpress.org/gutenberg/handbook/templates/.
6. See https://pantheon.io/blog/how-convert-shortcode-gutenberg-block.
7. See https://2018.vancouver.wordcamp.org/session/how-to-optimally-secure-your-wordpress-environment/.
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• cloud-based firewalls use DNS, so you set your site to use their DNS and they forward requests to you, after
running them through their firewall. But a hacker can discover your IP address and then send requests directly to
you, which bypasses their firewall.

• if you get hacked, the first thing you should do is take the site offline, review logs to find out when it was hacked,
notify customers, and restore to a backup. (And if you don’t have a backup, hire someone to clean your site or start
from scratch!)

• California has recently passed a law requiring no simple passwords

Stop Guessing: Diagnosing & Fixing WordPress Performance1, by Matt
Kopala

• page cache is ultimate in speed, but has downsides (like needing to be refreshed periodically, which is obviously
slow, and it might be hard to cache the entire site, and you can’t cache the admin dashboard)

• object cache helps across all pages
• but it’s best to have a fast site without caching
• webpagetest.org is good way to assess how fast site is (I just tried it on my wpcowichan.org site… the results

were far poorer than I thought they’d be!)
• how to check if host is cause of slowness? Try a different host and copy the site there, then compare results
• new relic now has WordPress integration, shows the performance of plugins
• beaver builder usually really slow, so is JetPack
• it’s not the number of plugins that’s important, but what they’re doing and how they’re configured
• jpgs generally much better than pngs
• if you don’t have server access to install New Relic, try a host that allows that (hint: sitedistrict) run new relic then,

and assess how to speed it up, and you can always go back

Webpack for WordPress2, by Carrie Forde

• minimizes, and compiles JS and CSS
• but can be made with source map so errors and js console show what original file that came from
• Babel module can take care of converting modern js to legacy js
• gulp, (grunt?) and webpack kinda serve the same purpose

Running 25 plugins (and other things my professors told me not to do)3, by
Ryan Chmura

• make mistakes but fix them
• having a pixel perfect layout actually doesn’t do a ton for increasing traffic
• while a good personality usually doesn’t trump efficiency, all things being equal, most people would prefer to work

with someone pleasant and fun
• communicate even if things are your fault
• what contributed to his site’s growth? Social media marketing and contests

It’s funny that even though Ryan was obviously pretty new to WordPress (undoubtedly many of us felt more
experienced than him) this was the talk my carpool groupy talked about the most. We liked his effort and emphasis on the
important things (like focusing on getting traffic and features that will actually help the business, not making things pixel
perfect or poetic code). And for my part, I like seeing more involvement from younger folks.

How to Stay Calm and Troubleshoot Your WordPress Code4, by Kirsten
Starcher

• when clients are upset, just hear them out and acknowledge them

1. See https://2018.vancouver.wordcamp.org/session/stop-guessing-diagnosing-fixing-wordpress-performance/.
2. See https://2018.vancouver.wordcamp.org/session/webpack-for-wordpress/.
3. See https://2018.vancouver.wordcamp.org/session/running-25-plugins-and-other-things-my-professors-told-me-not-to-do/.
4. See https://2018.vancouver.wordcamp.org/session/how-to-stay-calm-and-troubleshoot-your-wordpress-code/.
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Hallway Chats
I’ve started to find meeting people at meetups really easy, to be honest. I just walk up to other folks who’re snacking,

or waiting for the next session, and ask “So, what do you do with WordPress?” And they usually mention something they
have experience with that I’d like to know more about, so I’ll ask them about it. Somewhere along the way, I’ll tell them
what I do and share something about myself too (just to clarify it’s not an interrogation, but I’m interested to learn from
them).

Kalen Johnson

That’s how I met Kalen Johnson1. He described himself as not being so into WordPress, mostly a general PHP
developer. He was also a formidable opponent at Mario Kart 64 at the Blue Host sponsor booth.

Mario Kart 64 at the Blue Host sponsor booth.

Kalen and I played with one of the Blue Host reps. He said if we beat him, he’d give us another ticket for the raffle to
win the TV… and somehow, I got lucky and the game (despite initially not remembering which buttons to use!)

I offered the ticket to Kalen but he gracious declined… boy would he regret that…

Rob Golbeck

Afterwards I met Rob Golbeck2. He was plenty friendly. He’s a WordPress site builder living in Tsawwassen. Here’s
some of our conversation’s highlights:

• being a freelancer, most referrals he receives are from a local business/entrepreneurship group he attends, and from
previous work connections (not SEO or social media etc)

• he uses the Pro Theme3 with their page builder

1. See https://twitter.com/Kalenjohnson.
2. See https://twitter.com/robgolbeck.
3. See https://theme.co/pro/.
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I couldn’t use my raffle tickets because I was going to leave early to catch the ferry, so I gave them over to Rob. I
said, “If you win, give me a tweet on Twitter or something!”

That evening, he tweeted this:

Rob Golbeck’s tweet announcing his winning- apparently with the ticket I gave him!

Wordfence Folks

This was one of the highlights of the WordCamp for me.
First off, they had a fun sponsor booth. Mark Maunder1 was there teaching people how to pick locks. I don’t totally

follow why, but it was really fun. And if you managed to pick the lock, he gave you your own lock picking kit.

Lock picking kit from Wordfence.

While I don’t plan to take up breaking-and-entering, it was fun and informative. The point being that if you

1. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Maunder.
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understand how intruders work, you can better defend against them. And of course that’s exactly what Wordfence is all
about, just online.

I like the idea that actually understanding how to attack helps you better defend. I asked him how exactly do you
intercept HTTP packets. Apparently, on public Wifi it’s pretty trivial: just

1. connect to the network (like everyone else),
2. setup a packet sniffer1 on your local computer
3. set it to promiscuous mode2 (which causes the computer to listen to packets not intended for it; normally computers

ignore all network messages not intended for it)
4. watch the HTTP messages on the network.

At DefCon, a cybersecurity conference, they illustrated this by setting up the “Wall of Sheep3“. It’s where they do
exactly what I described above, and have a program analyze the HTTP messages for usernames and passwords, then put them
on a projector for everyone to see to shame folks using insecure websites.

DefCon’s “Wall of Sheep”. Mark pointed out to Collette they should
do these at WordCamps, too. I agree that it would certainly catch

everyone’s attention!!

We agreed it would super informative, albeit ethically uncomfortable, to have a WordCamp presentation showing
how to hack WordPress websites, with the purpose of learning how to better protect them.

Later, Mark mentioned that one of their developers previously worked in military defence, basically defending
nuclear installations. So that’s the calibre of hires they do- people get promoted from nuclear defence to WordPress
defence…

That of course brought up Red Team Operations4, where one of their own staff (usually Colette Chamberland) will
secretly try to hack their own system. Apparently, their ex-government employee had such an operation working in nuclear
defence once, and they didn’t realize it was just an internal exercise, and they nearly alerted the president of the United
States.

We also talked about why folks become malicious hackers, in the first place. Mark mentioned how back in his youth,
he was a bit of a hobbyist hacker. It was basically a game, a bit like egging someone’s house. He quit when he heard the news
of someone being put behind bars for similar hacking. Apparently, the USA is one of the harshest countries on
cybercriminals.

Anyways, really interesting stuff. (FYI here’s a great WordPress.tv session with Mark and other Wordfence folks on
security5 that’ll give you a taste of what type of stuff we were chatting about.)

1. See https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-a-packet-sniffer-2487312.
2. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Promiscuous_mode.
3. See https://www.zdnet.com/article/wall-of-sheep-at-defcon-illustrates-what-not-to-do/.
4. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_team.
5. See https://wordpress.tv/2018/08/01/sean-murphy-matt-barry-mark-maunder-wordpress-security-qa-session-panel/.
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Soren Henrich

I met Soren1 and he was a nice guy, building sites like most attendees. He gave me a good opportunity to explain the
merits of a self-hosted registration system, as opposed to something like eventbrite.com.

What was also fun was we bumped into him on the ferry on the way home. He was taking the bus, and we had an
extra spot in the car, so he got a lift with us.

Jason, Esther, Soren, Scott, and Me, in the car on the drive home

My Highlights
• Young folks presenting. I think we could do a lot more to encourage younger people to use WordPress.
• I really enjoyed my hallway chats; those may have been my highlights.
• Road tripping it with friends. In some ways, I wish we’d have a closer WordCamp, without needing to get up so

ridiculously early, but it was a lot more fun this way.
• I enjoyed the N64 games and lock-picking sponsor booths. What’s more, I think they may have been better at

getting people to come over and interact instead of just pushing their product.
• While it’s cool having “big name” presenters from afar, it’s kinda nice having local presenters too. When someone

spends big money to come present, I suspect there’s more of a burden to get a return on investment (eg subtly
promote their product). I think there was less of that from local presenters.

What I’d Add Next Time (If It Were Up To Me)
• have lunch above ground. At WordCamp Seattle last year2, each person was given a voucher for a nearby

restaurant. The walk was refreshing and a good opportunity to bump into other WordCampers
• Another track for more hands-on opportunities, like getting dirty with code, or a help desk
• Bring aspirin or something. I think the early morning and being underground all day gave me quite a headache.

1. See https://twitter.com/sorenhenrich.
2. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2017/11/04/wordcamp-seattle-2017-thoughts/.
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Any other memories other attendees wants to share?
(This post originally from my blog1.)

1. See https://cmljnelson.wordpress.com/2018/10/15/wordcamp-vancouver-2018-memory-dump/.
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Cynthia’s Accessibility Video is Up
October 22, 2018

Meetup Notes
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/cynthias-accessibility-video-is-up/

Big thanks to Scott Towne (see page 104) for the professional quality video of Cynthia’s “Making Accessible Content
and Websites in WordPress1” (waaaay better than those I livestreamed from my phone).

Making Accessible Content and Websites in WordPress with Cynthia Ng
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Pw2g5tZhG1A

Making Accessible Content and Websites in WordPress with Cynthia Ng

If you weren’t there in person, this is an important subject to get educated on, especially if you make websites for a
living.

1. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pw2g5tZhG1A.
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How Did you Hear About Our Meetup
Group?
November 15, 2018

Meetup Updates
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/how-did-you-hear-about-our-meetup-group/

It would be helpful and informative for folks to know.

Please Answer The Poll on Meetup.com
1

The results will remain public so everyone can benefit from knowing. (My guess is that the WordPress Events Widget
on the dashboard will be the biggest referrer.)

Also FYI I just noticed we can make other stats about our meetup group public, so why not?
Here’s the most interesting one:

Analysis? I had heard it’s typical for meetup groups to start off with lots of attendees and then for attendance to wane.
Or maybe it was our change of venue to Brentwood College in April? Feel free to comment and peruse the stats yourself.2

Anyways, once again

Please Answer The Poll on Meetup.com
3

Thanks!

1. See https://www.meetup.com/Cowichan-Valley-WordPress-Meetup/polls/1272788/.
2. See https://www.meetup.com/Cowichan-Valley-WordPress-Meetup/stats/members/?range=all.
3. See https://www.meetup.com/Cowichan-Valley-WordPress-Meetup/polls/1272788/.
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Year-End WP Lunch
October 2, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/events/november-meetup/

We’re going to be meeting for lunch at Bridgeman’s Bistro again (the location of our very first meetup). We’ve
reserved a table for 15, so please reserve your spot by marking yourself as attending meetup.com1.

Come and learn from fellow WordPress developers, site builders, site owners, and bloggers. We’ll discuss things like:

• What tools do you use to manage your sites?
• What has helped the most in getting traffic to your site?
• What do you struggle with the most in using WordPress (and does anyone have any suggestions)?

We’re giving our sponsors a break, so we’ll each be paying our own food and drink.
PS: This will be our last meetup of the year. And actually, with the arrival of a new in January, Mike is going to

take a break from organizing meetups for a while. If you’d like to help Sheryl organize some meetings of the group, you’re
welcome. Ping Mike on meetup.com if you’re interested.

1. See https://www.meetup.com/Cowichan-Valley-WordPress-Meetup/events/255745335/.
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Year-End WP Lunch Notes
November 24, 2018

Meetup Notes
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/year-end-wp-lunch-notes/

There was no formal presentation today, we just had lunch and chatted. I couldn’t hear what they were chatting about
at the other end of the table, but here’s what came up for me:

• Bryan 1uses “Sellocity” for making e-Commerce WordPress websites. I had never heard of it before, but he loved
it. I’m having trouble Googling it though. I found a software review for Sellocity2, but the links to sellocity.com3

seem to be about something totally different… like the original owners stopped paying for the domain name, then
somebody else bought it up. I’ll e-mail Bryan to follow up.

• Bryan also mentioned his page builder of choice is ProfitBuider, which is a WordPress plugin specializing in
conversions and generating revenue etc

• Pomax told me one cool thing Mozilla is up to privacy not included, which is kinda product reviews regarding
privacy and they give each product a “creepiness” level. It’s supposed to generate more awareness of how your
privacy is respected with the products you use.

• Sheryl raved about Elementor again, saying how it “changed her life”
• Cynthia has always used markdown for writing blog posts on WordPress.com and so isn’t terribly excited about the

Gutenberg editor. Markdown involves no clicks and is less typing than writing out HTML yourself. There’s a
plugin to enable it on self-hosted websites too. IMO, Markdown is good for developers who are blogging… it helps
if you can remember the syntax and markdown supports all the things you want in your posts

• Bryan commented how he first got into WordPress because he wanted to own his data. Before WordPress, he got
burned by a company like Wix that didn’t let him export his content (or you could export it but it’s so full of
proprietary code it’s unusable anywhere else. In contrast, with self-hosted WordPress, you have full database
access to the data, can move it to another server easily, and most other CMSs and website services support

1. See http://inter-actions.ca.
2. See http://www.jvzoowsolaunchreview.com/sellosity-review-demo-all-in-one-ecommerce-platform/.
3. See http://sellosity.com/.
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migrating data from WordPress
• Bryan was also very pointedly in disfavour with GoDaddy and in favour with SiteGround
• Bea commented that she’s maintaining a website that was all custom code and PHP which makes maintenance

more difficult than had it been an off-the-shelf theme
• The company owning Google, Alphabet, is actually diversified into a ton of industries1.

1. See https://www.businessinsider.com/alphabet-google-company-list-2016-10.
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How You Can Keep Your WordPress
Meetup Going

December 1, 2018
Contributing,Meetup Updates

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/how-you-can-keep-your-wordpress-meetup-going/

My wife and I are expecting a new baby in January, and so I’ll take a break from organizing meetups for a few
months (at least until our lives return to a semblance of normal.)

So what can you do in the meantime, to keep improving your WordPress skills? Here are my suggestions, starting
with the easiest:

1. Go to the Victoria WordPress meetup, it’s just an extra 40-minute drive. I’ve met some of its organizers and
participants. They clearly know their stuff and are very friendly. Check out the Victoria WordPress meetup here1.

2. Meetup with locals at a coffee shop. Anyone can join the Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup, create an event
and invite others. Everyone in the group will get a notice about it in meetup.com, and it will also show up in all
local WordPress users’ dashboards when they log into their sites. And meeting at a coffee shop is easy: just meet
folks, share your questions and accomplishments. No big plan needed. Get in touch with me if you’d like help
creating a simple meetup.2

3. Become a group organizer. Officially help put on events and share what you know. You won’t be alone. Sheryl
Gilding, my co-organizer, is happy to keep helping with it. I’m also happy to help, albeit from the sidelines for
now. What will you get out if it? Everyone who sees your events will think you’re a WordPress expert… and, as
you help others learn it, you actually will become one too! Get in touch if you want to become a group organizer.3

But if you’re ok taking a break for a few months, you’ll see when I start organizing events again.

1. See http://meetu.ps/c/bKP1/D26fN/a.
2. See http://wpcowichan.org/contact/.
3. See http://wpcowichan.org/contact/.
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Case Study: Using Meetup.com,
WordPress, & Event Espresso

December 3, 2018
Meta

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/case-study-using-meetup-com-wordpress-event-espresso/

I originally posted this to the Event Espresso blog1, but I thought it would be good here too, to share a bit
about how I run the meetup.

I want to share what tools I’ve found useful for managing my events. First, I’ll introduce Meetup.com for those who
are unfamiliar with it, and describe how it helps me to publicize my events. Then, I’ll describe why I also have a self-hosted
WordPress website using Event Espresso. Lastly, I’ll share some other plugins I’ve found helpful. I hope sharing my
experience will be useful to anyone who is looking to explore more ways to manage their own events using some of today’s
innovative event registration and networking tools.

My Situation
For almost a year, I’ve been running an official WordPress Meetup group2 called the Cowichan Valley WordPress

Meetup3. The point is to periodically meet to learn from local WordPress users, not sell tickets. Our community is quite small
and not particularly well-known for tech.

Being an official WordPress Meetup group, there are some rules we need to follow, including listing all our events on
Meetup.com. However, because it is focused around using WordPress, it only made sense to me to also have a WordPress
website for the group. Also, because I help develop the WordPress plugin Event Espresso, I thought I should “eat my own
dog food”, and use it also, where applicable.

So, how do I use these tools, and what benefits do they offer for my events?

1. Publicity with Meetup.com

1. See https://eventespresso.com/2018/12/case-study-using-meetup-com-wordpress-event-espresso/.
2. See https://make.wordpress.org/community/meetups/.
3. See http://wpcowichan.org.
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I put all of our group’s events on Meetup.com, which helps get it in front of interested locals.
Meetup.com users indicate what types of events they’d like to attend (eg tech-events, hiking, painting, etc.) and

people like me create groups that fit into those categories. Then Meetup.com does its magic: not only can users search for
groups and events that match their interests, but they’ll also get notifications of what’s going on nearby.

Meetup.com will offer suggested events and groups based on my location and interests.

Most people discovered our local WordPress meetup group through Meetup.com. There are 35 million meetup users
globally, so there’s probably a good number in your area.

While we also have a Facebook group, Meetup.com has been much more useful for publicizing our events, despite
Facebook’s larger user base. I think that’s because Meetup.com users are specifically looking to attend events, and
Meetup.com is better at only suggesting events that match a person’s declared interests.

Meetup.com is much cheaper than Facebook, too. Facebook is nominally free, but in order for your events to actually
be noticed, you need to “boost” them, which quickly gets expensive. A fellow meetup group member reported her Facebook
advertising bill quickly got into the thousands. On the other hand, hosting a Meetup.com group is a flat $15 a month1. (And,
for the record, because my meetup group is officially sponsored by the WordPress Foundation, they pay that fee for me… but
even if I had to pay it, I would definitely still use Meetup.com for my events.)

If you haven’t tried Meetup.com, you should sign up for a free account,2 discover what local events it currently lists,
and then consider creating a group on it.

2. Self-Hosting with WordPress
In addition to having a Meetup.com group, our meetup group also has a self-hosted3 WordPress4 website over which

we have complete control.
Specifically, we rent a server on which the open-source website software WordPress is installed. This means we’re in

charge of what the software does, what its data is used for, and how long it stays around.
While Meetup.com is a great service, and many groups don’t bother having their own website besides it, for me it’s

1. See https://www.meetup.com/pricing/.
2. See http://meetup.com/.
3. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-hosting#Website_management.
4. See https://wordpress.org/.
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important to know my group also has an independent presence on the web, distinct from Meetup.com. If Meetup.com goes
bankrupt, gets shut down by new owners (it has already been bought-out once1, although the new owners kept it going),
raises their prices prohibitively, or decides not to serve our group anymore (like Eventbrite did recently2), our group will be
ok. There’s somewhere we own the data, run the software, and are in control.

And what if the company we rent the server from, disappears? We’ll switch hosting companies, and our website will
continue to run as before. Or what if the entire WordPress community stops updating it? We’ll stay on the most-recent
version and, again, our website will continue to run. For me, self-hosting a WordPress website brings independence and
freedom.

If you’d like to try self-hosting WordPress, we recently surveyed our users for their favorite WordPress hosting
companies3. If you’ve never tried WordPress before, it might be best to setup a free WordPress.com site first4, where they
take care of hosting. Then, once you’ve learned the basics, you can migrate to a self-hosted site.

3. Event Registration with Event Espresso

Naturally, I use the WordPress plugin Event Espresso for registering attendees and providing additional event
information which is outside what Meetup.com offers.

For example, when users mark themselves as “attending” an event on Meetup.com, it’s a very soft commitment. You
can ask questions, but only open-ended ones. And the data is kept in Meetup.com’s servers, so it’s their data: they choose
how you access it, what they’ll do with it, and how long they’ll keep it.

In contrast, I’ve found that when people registered on the website with Event Espresso, it was much more likely they
would attend. Event Espresso supports lots more question types, including multiple-choice questions. And the data is on your
server, you can do what you like with it, take it with you, or, if you like, delete it completely when you’re done with it.

If you already have a WordPress website, you can install Event Espresso Decaf for free5. Otherwise, you can demo it
here6. Lastly, if you’d like the features of Event Espresso without being responsible for self-hosting, checkout
EventSmart.com [a hosted version of Event Espresso].

4. Analysis with Registration Answers Add-On
In Event Espresso, I created a fairly extensive registration form to learn about our group members’ needs. For

example, one question asked users what was their “reason(s) for attending our meetup.” Event Espresso allowed me to

1. See https://www.wired.com/story/why-wework-is-buying-meetup/.
2. See https://eventpresser.com/eventbrite-shuts-cannabis-events-event-espresso-wordpress-offer-freedom-cannabis-event-organizers/.
3. See https://eventespresso.com/2016/06/2016-hosting-survey-results/.
4. See https://wordpress.com.
5. See https://wordpress.org/plugins/event-espresso-decaf/.
6. See https://demoee.org/.
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Here is a partial view of the Event Espresso registration form
used for our meetup group.

inspect each attendee’s responses individually, but I wanted to see their responses in aggregate.
So, being a developer, I created the Event Espresso Registration Answers Add-on to help event managers analyze the

attendees’ answers to custom questions. The above pie-chart was generated using that Add-on. This helped me identify a
trend: most attendees in my area weren’t experienced WordPress users: they were just wanting to learn the basics, get help,
use it for blogging, and socialize. That’s something I could have missed without this tool, and without the freedom to
customize the software to my needs.

You can download the Event Espresso Registration Answers Add-on for free from GitHub1.
Please note that it is BETA software, meaning although it works for me, it hasn’t yet been widely tested, so there’s a

chance it might not work on your WordPress website. So it would be best to first try it on a test site.

1. See https://github.com/eventespresso/eea-registration-answers.
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5. Crediting Contributors with the Event Espresso People
Add-On

Our meetup group is ran by volunteers, so it’s important to let attendees know who made the event happen and give
them credit. That’s what the Event Espresso People Add-on does.
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Screenshot showing contributors to an event.

On each event, we list the event’s organizers,
presenters, and sponsors (here’s an example event (see page
22)). There are links to see more about each, so attendees
can learn about the great people who made it happen. And
that link also mentions what other events they’ve supported.
(You can peruse the list of group contributors here.1)

Meetup.com does also allow you to list a group’s
sponsors, but this lets you drill down into exactly which
events they’ve sponsored and how.

You can purchase the people add-on for $59.952,
and get the code snippet I wrote to improve the layout with
pictures from GitHub for free3.

6. Page Design with Elementor
Ever since we had a presentation about Elementor at our meetup (see page 69), I started using it for designing our

site’s pages. It makes adding logos, images, columns, and designing pages really easy. You can make a very nice, unique-
looking site with it. And, if someday I decide I want to try something different, it doesn’t lock me into it.

I use the version of Elementor which you can download from WordPress.org for free4. Its competitor, Beaver
Builder5, is another good choice and which has integration with Event Espresso.6

1. See http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/.
2. See https://eventespresso.com/product/eea-people-addon/.
3. See https://github.com/eventespresso/ee-code-snippet-library/blob/master/addons/eea-people/mn_eea_people_list_thumbnail_styling.css.
4. See https://wordpress.org/plugins/elementor/.
5. See https://wordpress.org/plugins/beaver-builder-lite-version/.
6. See https://espressothemes.com/downloads/beaver-builder-event-espresso-integration/.
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A page I designed using Elementor (without being a designer!)

7. Blogging with Gutenberg
Gutenberg is WordPress’ upcoming blog post editor. It allows for creating blog posts with much richer content than

just a wall of text, and much easier than I’ve experienced elsewhere. I prefer to use it for writing blog posts, and use
Elementor for laying out pages.

I try to blog my notes from each event, and photos and videos. This helps whoever wasn’t able to attend to still learn
something, give presenters an opportunity to reach a wider audience, and give potential attendees a better idea of what to
expect.

You can peruse our group’s blog here1. If you’re on WordPress but using the classic editor, you can demo Gutenberg
here2.

1. See http://wpcowichan.org/blog/.
2. See https://frontenberg.tomjn.com/.
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Post with a call-to-action button and an
image.

Post with links, and an embedded YouTube
video.

Post containing a 360° image using the
WP-VR-view plugin.1

8. Search Engine Optimization with Yoast

Lastly, I use the WordPress plugin Yoast SEO2 in order to help me with making my website more optimized for
search engines. This helps me to write pages and posts that will rank higher (and look better) in search engines.

Coming Together
In summary, I use Meetup.com primarily for publicizing my events. I put the event’s essential details there, but also

point to the events created in Event Espresso because these can contain more rich content. Users can indicate they’re going to
attend an event on Meetup.com, or register on the Event Espresso event (I don’t charge for attendance, and so far there hasn’t

1. See https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-vr-view/.
2. See https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordpress-seo/.
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been a problem with capacity, but if that were to change I’d definitely require registration in Event Espresso, and then check
users in using the mobile apps1).

I use the Registration Answers Add-on for identifying trends in attendees’ answers on the registration forms, and I use
the People Add-on for displaying who made each event happen.

WordPress is what powers our website, and all the other plugins. I use Elementor for page layout, Gutenberg for
blogging, and Yoast SEO for helping me write content people are more likely to find on Search Engines.

The Results
Our niche, small-community meetup group isn’t huge, but it’s been noticed. Friends, who I didn’t realize were

WordPress users, told me they noticed it. Neighbouring areas have certainly taken notice. The neighbouring areas’
WordPress meetup groups have been reinvigorated (the previous dormant Victoria and Salt Spring Island groups began
meeting again after ours started). Attendees have learned a lot from our videos and blog posts, even when they couldn’t
attend in person. And I’ve made connections and met like-minded people, which I wouldn’t have otherwise.

Our meetup group’s website is at wpcowichan.org.2

How do you use Meetup.com, WordPress, Event Espresso, or one of the other tools mentioned? Feel free to leave
comments.

1. See https://eventespresso.com/wiki/ee4-event-apps/.
2. See http://wpcowichan.org.
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People

A meetup is, of course, a meeting of people. It wouldn’t exist
without the organizers, presenters, sponsors, or attendees. So
this is the place to highlight everyone who made the Cowichan
Valley WordPress Meetup happen.
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Michael Nelson
February 5, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/michael-nelson/

Shawnigan Lake resident for the last 5 years, originally from Sidney BC.
WordPress plugin developer for Event Espresso, WordCamp Presenter, and WordPress core contributor.
Michael is pretty immersed in WordPress but is eager to get more in touch with “regular” WordPress users (folks who

have a life outside it).
His favourite part about WordPress is the diversity in the community: users mixing with developers and everything in

between. This variety of perspectives helps make WordPress what it is today.
Check out his blog1.
Oh, and you can bribe him with pizza.

1. See https://cmljnelson.blog.
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Sheryl Gilding
February 14, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/sheryl-gilding/

I began building a WordPress site 5 years ago with the lofty ambition of one day running a successful business online.
I had zero experience and not a clue as to go about this. I received quotes in the thousands of dollars which were way beyond
my means. I came across an outsourcing site and I have never looked back.

As time went on, technology changed in my favour and I have now finished the site and loading content. I now have
membership within my main site. I will start promoting the membership on March 1. Presently, I have members that I placed
in the membership as guinea pigs at no cost. They purchased prints and am teaching them what to do with the prints online.
Getting those “bugs” worked out.

Now time to actually start making some money.
My website is TheGildedDaisy.com (see page 116)
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Nathalie McNabb
February 12, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/nathalie-mcnabb/

The following is from Nathalie’s whelk.ca1 profile.
I’ve been passionate about Marketing and Sales in all of my 25 years of corporate life. I love the thought process and

the psychology that it involves. I’ve always been curious about people, what influences them, and what makes them tick. It
was then an obvious decision to pursue my studies in Marketing, obtaining a degree from the HEC (École des Hautes Étude
Commerciales).

My corporate career has taught me useful skills over the years, many of which my clients benefit from today. Be it,
the organizational talent I acquired from my days in event management or my expertise at putting together advertising
campaigns during my years as an account executive at Montreal’s top radio station Mix 96. Adding to this, the research and
proficiency of performing client needs-analysis, obtained while working with the A&D (Architecture & Design) community
as an architectural representative. All of this experience serves me well today when guiding my clients on the path to better
web visibility.

I’m a devoted person, who is dedicated to her work, I’m always trying to perfect my craft. In fact, most would agree
that I’ve got a natural knack for researching key facts and finding relevant information for the clients I’m working with. I’m
also very efficient at problem-solving as I’m a solution-driven individual who aims for success.  These personality traits make
me the ideal person to get jobs moving forward in a structured and well-orchestrated manner.

In order to offer relevant data for strategic web content delivery, I keep up with all the current SEO strategies, digital
marketing trends and with Google’s vast toolbox of web marketing applications. I manage the workflow and integrate SEO
content, also implementing Google products at WHELK. I’m your customer relations person, ready to listen and understand
your needs before we get started and again, once the web design and production gets done.

I’m now a digital nomad, working from my lakeside country home, venturing out wherever good weather takes me
during the cold winter months. My personal life has been very rewarding, having travelled extensively to near 50 countries
over the years. I’ve been fortunate to meet many wonderful people in my life and along the way, relationships that carry on to
this day. Nowhere am I happier than in the company of good friends.

How can I help you better perform today?

1. See https://whelk.ca/website-design-wordpress-contact-us/#team.
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Philippe Ryan
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/philippe-ryan/

This content is from Philippe’s whelk.ca1 profile.
As a professionally trained graphic designer, creative director and agency principal, I’ve always stayed up-to-date

with current design trends, design software and everything having to do with the internet. Pursuing my career as a digital
nomad with WHELK, I work mostly from my country home on a small lake and I also work from abroad, travelling to far
places to escape winter. Staying connected of course and creating WordPress websites and content from wherever my newly
reinvented lifestyle happens to take me.

Gathering more than 50 local and international design awards, being recognized in such prestigious design magazines
as How and Print, I think it’s safe to say that I’ve done some great work over the years and directed a great amount of talent
which I was fortunate enough to work with during my 30-year agency gig.

I started my career as a desktop publishing specialist for Micro-Boutique Inc. in 89-90. Established myself as a
designer/mac software trainer over the next few years, went on to work for many major design and marketing firms in the
greater Montreal area in the early 90’s. Having worked full time or freelanced for such companies as Cossette, Bélanger
Legault, Grapevine Comm., Winters Advertising, Groupe Morrow, MBC, and many others in the formative years.

I then spent over twenty years as the principal of Montreal-based, Les Kréateurs inc., a mid-sized branding and
communications studio which catered mostly to b2b clients, providing strategic planning, corporate brand identity, print-
based communications and our fair share of web design and programming as well.

I’ve dabbled and ventured into more than a few projects and travel-related ideas but WHELK remains the ideal “next
step” for me as I’ve been able to put forward my skill set to companies who need a great creative approach, all the while
remaining cost-effective in the process.

That’s pretty much what I’m about these days…

1. See https://whelk.ca/website-design-wordpress-contact-us/#team.
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Chris Hoffman
April 11, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/chris-hoffman/

Chris runs Cowichan Valley Computer Services1, which specializes in SEO Audits, Front-End Web Development
(HTML & CSS), IVR setup and local marketing solutions via organic traffic to SERPS2 and Social Media Campaigns.

He claims he isn’t a search engine marketer, but he does sometimes drop the term “thematic clustering” in regular
conversations, which should count for something.

You can find him on LinkedIn3 and sometimes in grocery stores in Duncan.

1. See https://www.cowichancomputer.ca/.
2. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_results_page.
3. See https://www.linkedin.com/in/hoffmanchris/.
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Jason Liversidge
September 6, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/jason-liversidge/

Owner of Chilli Designs1

I have worked in IT all of my life, and I’ve been creating websites for individuals and businesses for years. I think the
biggest change came when people could edit their own websites instead of waiting for a developer to do it for them.

But, where do I start? Well, early on, while working for a pub company, which wasn’t a bad start straight out of
education, I realized that I loved working with computers. Not only that, but I discovered that I had a natural ability to work
equally successfully with both IT professionals and those with less experience.

Working with HSBC, Morgan Stanley and Deutsche Bank in London, England not only gave me the opportunity to
work with some of the best people in the industry, but enabled me to refine my skills in delivering top-class work in a high-
pressure environment. But it wasn’t all about working with large corporations. Working with landscapers, real estate agents,
shop owners and recruiters gave me an understanding of what it takes to run those smaller businesses.

So why WordPress?
I’ve used many systems over the years, and I’ve concluded that WordPress had the right combination of scale,

flexibility, staying power and ease of use that enables the creation of professional websites in a fraction of the time it takes to
code a site from nothing. All of this benefits you as you get your website faster, it looks amazing, it has the functionality you
need, it’s easier to use, and of course, it’s cheaper than it used to be to build one!

1. See https://chillidesigns.ca/.
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Donna Connolly
June 8, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/donna/

Donna runs a popular retirement blog, http://www.retirementreflections.com, whose posts regularly have 50+
comments.

On it, she says:

In June 2015, my husband and I retired from our jobs in Beijing, China, where we had lived for fourteen
years.

Focused, organized, passionate and diligent, the words “relaxed” or “laid-back” were seldom used to
describe me. Leaving international life behind, we purchased property on Vancouver Island, British Columbia.
We then began to navigate our way into retirement, and to living back in Canada.

This blog is about adventures, discoveries, and reflections. As I am a self-professed ‘research nerd,’ many
posts include statistics and fact-finding that I have explored along the way. So far, my most common posts have
been about family, travel, self-discovery, trying new things and ‘ah ha’ moments.

My favorite part of blogging is the interaction and connection with others. I have found great insights in
the comments left. I would love to hear from you. If you like what you read, please sign up to follow this
blog…and join in my upcoming adventures. Hope to see you here again soon. Thank you for visiting.
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Cynthia “Arty” Ng
July 25, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/cynthia-arty-ng/

Cynthia Ng has experience in support, education, and technology with roles primarily focused on implementing technology
for better user experience and services that aids people in using technology. She likes to solve problems and help people
solve their problems. She is passionate about various aspects of technology, but especially about user experience, support,
workflows, documentation, and accessibility. She also contributes to community technology events and initiatives including
being a mentor at Canada Learning Code workshops.
You can find her blogging at http://cynthiang.ca and on Twitter @TheRealArty.
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Scott Towne
May 21, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/scott-towne/

Scott runs Fairfield Media1, which focuses on helping health and wellness professionals build an online business. He’s
been in business since 2012.
His previous experience includes:

• 12 years experience producing and designing blockbuster video games for large software companies
• studying philosophy at the University of Victoria
• completing the WPElevation Digital Business Consultant certification
• presenting at WordCamp Vancouver 20162

1. See https://fairfieldmedia.ca/.
2. See https://wordpress.tv/2017/08/26/scott-towne-converting-website-visitoros-in-to-business-leads/.
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Venues

Where the meetup happened may also be of interest to you. As
an organizer, finding the right-sized venue was an interesting
conundrum. Many venues weren’t free or weren’t centrally
located. But these were the places we ended up meeting at, for
good or evil.
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Bridgeman’s Bistro (Mill Bay Marina)
February 13, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/venues/bridgemans-bistro-mill-bay-marina/

Bridgeman’s Bistro is located in the Mill Bay Marina, basically over the water. It’s really scenic!
They’re reserving the covered patio for us to meet. For our first meeting, Event Espresso is paying for the appetizers,

so don’t feel obligated to purchase anything.
When you arrive just say you’re with the “WordPress event”.
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Cowichan Regional Library (Duncan)
March 2, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/venues/cowichan-regional-library-duncan/

Cowichan Regional Library
The Cowichan Regional Library is letting us use their meeting room (seats 30 and has a TV). The meeting room is

located at the very back of the library.
If you’ve never been to the Cowichan library, it’s in the same building as the “World’s Largest Hockey Stick”, just at

the opposite end. (Maybe we should pose for pictures with it afterwards??)
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Brentwood College, Soon-to-be-Demolished
Building (Mill Bay)

April 11, 2018
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/venues/brentwood-college/

Brentwood College is renting a room and a projector to us to meet in (thanks WordPress Community Support for
paying for it!)

If it’s your first time going there, you might be a little confused, so here’s my best try to explain how to park and get
to the classroom…

Here is a birds-eye view of the grounds from the east. We meet in the building labelled “Meeting Room”, in the first
classroom on the right.

If you don’t mind a 2-minute walk, please park in the general parking area, otherwise, you can use the limited visitor
parking (there are about 6 spots).

Getting to the Meeting Room
This is the entrance to Brentwood College (photo courtesy of my 4-year-old while I drove by!)

Here is the first intersection you’ll arrive at on the grounds. Go right for general parking (if you don’t mind a
2-minute walk), straight for limited visitor parking.

From the limited visitor parking area, you can see the building where we meet, indicated by the green arrows.

Here is the front door (it’s a little shady- the building is mostly unused).
We’ll be in the first classroom on the right
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Brentwood College, Soon-to-be-Demolished Building (Mill Bay)
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Brentwood College, Crook’s Hall (Mill Bay)
June 27, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/venues/brentwood-college-crooks-hall/

This is another meeting at Brentwood College, but a room inside the “Crook’s Hall” building (aka “Art and Mary
Jane Crooks Hall”). This room should be a bit more convenient to access.

Crook’s Hall is right next to the general parking area, as shown below:

We’re in room C132, on the bottom floor (there are apparently only two classrooms on that floor). Upon entering the
building, take the basement stairs down, turn left to the water, and it’s the classroom straight ahead.

Although the IT department is across the hall from the meeting room if we need them.
Follow the red sandwich boards saying “special event” etc.

Venues
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Sponsors

In reality, though, it takes money to put on a free event
(especially if you want it to be well-attended… which is
another way of saying if you want there to be food provided!)

This section is all about those who paid the bills and enabled
us to meet.
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WordPress Foundation
May 7, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/wordpress-foundation/

The WordPress Foundation1 is a charitable organization founded by Matt Mullenweg to further the mission of the
WordPress open source project: to democratize publishing through Open Source, GPL2 software.

Technically, they’re not just a sponsor, but the owner and organizer of this meetup group. But practically, they pay
the meetup.com fees and, currently, for our venue.

1. See https://wordpressfoundation.org/.
2. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html.

Sponsors
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Event Espresso
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/event-espresso/

Event Espresso1 is both the name of a distributed WordPress plugin-building company, and of its flagship plugin. The
plugin is for event registration and ticket sales.

They support our meetup by paying for this website’s hosting. This website also uses Event Espresso for event
management.

The group’s co-organizer Michael Nelson (see page 96) is a developer at Event Espresso, but his contributions to this
meetup are entirely off-the-clock.

1. See https://eventespresso.com/.
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The Gilded Daisy
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/the-gilded-daisy/

The Gilded Daisy1 is a membership site and community committed to helping you take your DIY skills to the next
level. They share woodworking tips, photo transfer tutorials. DIY home decor workshops and so much more.

The site is owned by Sheryl Gilding (see page 97), and it’s obviously run on WordPress. Check out some of her stuff
on Facebook2.

1. See http://www.thegildeddaisy.com/.
2. See https://www.facebook.com/TheGildedDaisy/.

Sponsors
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David Chang Photography
http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/david-chang-photography/

David Chang is a local business owner1 and nature photographer2.
He’s graciously given us permission to use his photos for this website, to help give it an unmistakably Cowichan

look!
(He doesn’t even use WordPress and hasn’t even met any members, he’s just a generous guy who said “sure, use my

photos on your site!”)

1. See http://www.dragonyuan.com/.
2. See https://davidchangphotography.smugmug.com/.
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Modern Tribe
May 4, 2018

http://wpcowichan.org/blog/people/modern-tribe/

Modern Tribe1 manages teams that design and builds software for Fortune 500 companies, governments, educational
institutions, and well-funded startups.

They provide a range of digital services2, and their flagship plugin, The Events Calendar3, has over 11 million
downloads.

1. See https://tri.be/about/.
2. See https://tri.be/services/.
3. See https://en-ca.wordpress.org/plugins/the-events-calendar/.

Sponsors
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Retrospective
So that was the year of running a WordPress meetup. How did it go, what would I do differently, and what’s next?

How Did It Go?
I got a lot more connected and had a great time. I learned a lot organizing it (it wasn’t that hard) and a lot preparing for
presentations. I had some great ideas, which I’ll mention in a moment.

The meetup group never grew to anything too outstandingly big, and even so, it was a great experience.

What would I Do Differently?
It would have been great if I could have spent more time at it, like inviting attendees to social gatherings afterwards (I saw a
WordCamp where they mentioned this as the best way to help retain attendees, and probably the best way to make strong
connections), and having events on a fixed schedule (I set the dates about a month in advance, but they were always working
around me and my family’s schedule.)

But being a volunteer effort, and being a dad, my family and work needed to take precedence. So while I would have liked
more time, I’m happy that I did the best I could with the time available.

What’s Next?
I’d like to start it up again, although to be honest, we’ve now moved to a small hobby farm, the kids are still just as
numerous, and with COVID-19 still a concern here, I’m not quite sure what I’ll do.

I’m also embarking on selling my own WordPress plugin, Print My Blog Pro1, an idea whose origins started at the meetup.
I’ve actually used it to make this book too, which I think is really cool. But is it cool enough for people to pay money for?
That I have yet to see.

Whatever happens, I’m happy to have participated in the Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup.

1. See https://printmy.blog.
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Thanks
While I got the ball rolling with the Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup, it wouldn’t have happened with help from several
key people:

• Sheryl Gilding (see page 97), my old neighbour, and co-organizer who helped make the group much less nerdy and
more friendly

• Seth Shoultes, one of my old bosses at Event Espresso (see page 115) who was especially encouraging of the
meetup and shared his insights running his own WordPress Meetup in Saint George Utah

• the WordPress Foundation (see page 114) for helping pay for the meeting space and meetup.com fees
• all the presenters like Jason Liversidge (see page 101), Donna Connolly (see page 102), and Cynthia “Arty” Ng

(see page 103)
• David Chang (see page 117) for sharing his art on our website which helped show the group’s local area and spirit
• my wife, Amanda, for keeping the kids happy while I snuck off to hold these meetings
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Suggested Readings
Running a Meetup

• Make WordPress Communities1

• How to Run a WordPress Meetup2

• Search for Meetup-related presentations on WordPress.tv3

About the Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup
• wpcowichan.org, the official website (if it’s taken down, it should still be on the internet archive4)
• the group on Meetup.com5

• The Group’s YouTube channel6

• The Group on Facebook7

Author’s Links
• cmljnelson.blog, the author’s personal blog where he writes about WordPress, life, and whatever he wants
• printmy.blog, the author’s website for his subsequent project, a WordPress plugin used to create this book
• deadeasyfamilyhistory.org, the author’s previous project to help with family history research

1. See https://make.wordpress.org/community/handbook/meetup-organizer/.
2. See https://ithemes.com/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2014/02/How-to-Run-a-WordPress-Meetup-Ebook.pdf.
3. See https://wordpress.tv/?s=Meetup.
4. See http://web.archive.org/web/20201101065430/http://wpcowichan.org/.
5. See https://www.meetup.com/Cowichan-Valley-WordPress-Meetup/.
6. See https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbFunn2YAJQf7qqlU5v_5cQ.
7. See https://www.facebook.com/wpcowichan/.
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How This Book Was Made
When I first made the Meetup group, I had no intention of making a book out of it. I did, however, like the idea of having my
own website for the group, running on software I could manage. I already had the meetup.com page, so why bother building
a WordPress website? For me, “eating your own dog food” just makes sense. It actually seems hypocritical to have a
WordPress meetup group and yet not use WordPress for the website.

So I put all sorts of content on the website. I used Event Espresso (also “eating my own dog food” as I helped develop the
plugin) to post events, venue details, and information about contributors (like organizers, presenters, and sponsors). I blogged
before, after, and during each meetup. And so after a year, I had a lot of content.

A while later, while I was working on Print My Blog Pro1, and was considering shutting down wpcowichan.org, I realized
turning the website’s content into a book would be good for the meetup (for archival) and for the plugin (“eat my own dog
food” yet again!)

So I installed Print My Blog Pro on wpcowichan.org, created a project, used the drag-and-drop content creator to add all my
blog posts, events, and other website content into it. I then used the plugin’s “Print Materials” to create all the front matter
(like the introduction (see page 7)) and back matter (what you’re reading right now). I just used the default design and clicked
to download the PDF.

Print My Blog Pro’s drag-and-drag content editor

Would it have been easier to start a new document from scratch, and not reuse any of the website’s content? Of course. It
would have also taken another year to write. And I’m not a world-famous author or anything. This book is on about the same
level of professionalism as the website itself. Although I do think many of the book’s elements, like the table of contents,
using hyperlinks in the digital PDF version but footnotes and page references in the printed copy, and page numbering, rival
that of many professionally-made books. But I’m biased.

If you have questions about this, feel free to contact me through my personal blog’s contact page2 or on Twitter.3

1. See https://printmy.blog.
2. See https://cmljnelson.blog/contact-me/.
3. See https://twitter.com/cmljnelson.
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About the Author
Colin Michael Lucien Jonathan Nelson is “the longest name in WordPress”, according to his own blog.

He’s a software developer specializing in WordPress and Django. He likes having new ideas. He lives with his wife, 3 girls,
and a lot of pigs.

You can get in touch with him on Twitter 1or via his blog2.

1. See https://twitter.com/cmljnelson.
2. See https://cmljnelson.blog.
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